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Preface 

It gives me immense pleasure to submit the Self Study Report (SSR) of 

Kanohar Lal Post Graduate Girls College for the second cycle accreditation by 

the National Assessment & Accreditation Council (NAAC), Bangaluru. 

We have tried our best to reassess, evaluate the academic and other 

activities and other performance. 

Our institution has always strived to promote & impart advanced 

learning methods with a combination of moral values in our students, 

improvised our strategies time to time as per the requirement of the continuous 

global socioeducultural changes. We didn’t try to hide or overlook any of our 

shortcomings but explored the way to resolve them. We are totally committed to 

serve the society with our value based education system, self discipline in 

students and staff members. We provide quality education to the students of all 

diverse caste, religion, locale and socioeconomic status without any bias or 

preferences. 

Since the first NAAC Peer team visit in 2010, college has taken various 

post accreditation initiatives as per the suggestions of the peer team, such as use 

of ICT in classroom, up gradation of computer lab, automation of library, 

beautification of college campus, gender sensitization training for girls, 

personality development sessions for students and many other steps also.  

To conclude I only want to say thanks to all the teaching and non 

teaching staff along with students, alumni and management representatives for 

their active participation in such a complex yet enjoyable task of preparing the 

self study report so sincerely with all the facts written evidently. I am also 

thankful to the UGC, NAAC and other governing bodies for their valuable 

suggestions and guidelines which showed us the right path of development. 
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Executive Summary 
 

Kanohar Lal Snatakottar Mahila Mahavidalaya (KLSMM) was 

established by Kanohar Lal Society in 1969 to fill the void of education 

facilities for women in and around the city of Meerut. The college, affiliated to 

CC University, Meerut, currently offers various Graduate and Postgraduate 

course in Commerce, Education and Arts (English, Hindi, Sanskrit, Political 

Science, Economics, Home Science, Sociology, Music, Psychology, Drawing 

and Painting). 

Since process of liberalization started in 1991, India's socio-economic 

profile has been changing dramatically. These changes have been more 

pronounced with regards to role of women in society. As an affiliated college, 

we did play our role in up-dation of curriculum within the limited space 

available, however, due to rapid changes in socio-economic conditions the gap 

between what is needed and what is provided has widened. In 2008-2009, the 

college through a bottom-up participatory exercise defined its mission: 

"Education to equip our students for playing a meaningful role at home, 

workplace and in society with emphasis on their employability". 

The college enjoys an impeccable reputation for religiously following 

the `merit' as defining criteria both for admission of students and selection of 

teachers. Honours and awards conferred on the faculty stand a testimony of 

their credentials. The college, however, is sensitive to the fact that sole reliance 

on traditional methods of teachinginduces limited learning. To make the 

process interactive all major departments have been equipped with computers. 

Debate and discussions on subject related news are organized in class rooms. 

External resource person are invited to expand horizon of student and also to 

expose them to real world view. In evaluation while the stress on academic 

excellence of student is to continue, employability is added as another important 

criteria. 

Academic research has been an important activity in the college and 

there is an institutional mechanism and infrastructure in place to sustain it as per 

the stipulated guidelines. Department recognized as research centers are Hindi, 

Drawing & Painting, English, Economics, Psychology &Political science. 

Research paper is published in referred journals regularly. Presently the college 

does not offer consultancy service. However, with signing of MoU between the 

Trust and Federation of Indian Micro and small & Medium Enterprises 

(FISME), the way is being paved for exposing and integrating the academia 

with external social and economic concerns and opportunities. 

The physical infrastructure of the college is adequate: campus area 

exceeds 3 acres with covered area around 6000 sq.mtrs, there storied building 

with 69 rooms, equipped with department labs and space for extracurricular 

activities including large play ground and common facilities such as rest room, 

canteen, health center etc. Investment has been made in augmenting ICT 

infrastructure- computers and board band-internet and the library of the college 

which is fully computerized. 

Thanks to its reputation on discipline and academic excellence, the 

college has been consistently am-acting around 50% of student from those 
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sections of society participation of Women from which in higher education in 

minuscule in western U.P.: SC/ST and OBC. To bridge the gap between 

curriculum and job market and to realize the missioneducation for 

employability' the college is providing counseling and organizing personality 

development and specialized programmes. 

The mission of the college 'Education to equip our students for playing 

a meaningful role at home,workplace and in society with emphasis on their 

employability' is in sync with the national priorities of women empowerment, 

sustainable social and economic development. To convert the mission into 

reality, students and teachers have identified two indispensable skill sets in 

becoming successful: communication skills especially English and computer 

literacy. College is running programmes to strengthen students in these areas. 

On the demand of the students, we have started certificate course of Tally and 

few other are in consideration. College is also working towards to improve the 

writing of the students in Hindi, to fulfill this special Hindi spelling classes are 

being conducted for the students. 

College is fortunate to have visionary leadership. The Trust and the 

managing committee are composed of eminent personalities of the region which 

are resourceful, forward-looking and committed. The college is undergoing a 

paradigm shift, new initiatives that have been taken could be classified in three 

broad areas: (a) augmenting ICT infrastructure both for improving 

teaching-learning as well as for running specialized computer course (b) 

deepening the practical knowledge of subjects through an innovative 

discussions process 'new and views', lectures by external etc (c) bridging the 

gap of curriculum and market needs by in training on soft skills. 

The point of departure is captured succinctly in the recent address of the 

president of the Trust which runs the college: 

"What we mean by `education for employability' is creating such a 

mechanism in our college that besides learning by curriculum, our students are 

able to acquire those abilities which are needed to find employment....... All of 

our students might not require employment immediately after completion of 

their education. Some might decide to be full time home -makers and some may 

decide to return to job market later in their life. Employability is the ability to 

get employment whenever a person so desires. This ability is particularly very 

important for girls in our society to lead a dignified and fulfilling life. To me in 

simple terms, employability is a statement of society that it values our abilities. 

We would have done our job if we could equip our students acquire this ability. 

This is what we aim for." 

 

SWOC Analysis of the College 

Strengths: 

• Being a girl’s college enables us to prepare the socially empowered 

women for the right development of the society in future. 

• The geographical location of the college helps to provide education to 

large number of students of nearby urban and rural areas, who might 
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have been deprived of getting education if there would have been no 

college in the vicinity. 

•  Fully devoted and qualified Government as well as self-financed 

teaching and non-teaching staff is also our plus point who always strives 

for the improvement of the college. 

• Forward looking and supportive management. 

• Use of ICT in the campus is increasing day by day. 

• ‘Saarthak’ the annual educational event is making students more 

creative, confidant group workers/leaders and providing them a 

counseling for higher education & career opportunities for a brighter 

future. 

Weakness: 

• Requirement of staff is more, government is not appointing the 

sanctioned/required Principal and teachers.  

• There is vast difference between the salary of government and 

self-finance teachers, which results in unhealthy environment within the 

teachers in campus. 

• Our students come from a background where their parents and they have 

lack of awareness about their professional future. 

• Students come from rural and far of areas, they cannot extend their say 

in college if required. 

Opportunities: 

• We may connect ourselves to the skill development program of 

government of India. 

Challenges: 

• Academic schedule of the affiliated university is not fixed. Admission 

procedure takes too much time which results in late starting of session 

and less time for classes. 

• Examinations are not held in time. 

• Result is not declared in time. 

• All this leads to less number of teaching days, which adversely affects 

the quality of teaching and learning process.  

• Lack of interest in the traditional courses like B.A and M.A. 
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SECTION B : PREPARATION OF SELF-STUDY REPORT 

 
 PROFILE OF THE AFFILIATED / CONSTITUENT COLLEGE  

 

1. Name and Address of the College: 

Name : Kanohar Lal Snatakottar Mahila Mahavidyalaya 

Address:  Sharda Road, Brahampuri, Meerut 

City: Meerut Pin : 250002 State : U.P. 

Website  www. kanohar.org 

2. For communication:  

Designation Name Telephone with 

STD code 

Mobile Fax Email 

Principal Smt. 

Maya 

Gahlot 

O-0121-2518472 

R-0121-603692 

9897513989 - - 

Vice Principal NA NA - - - 

Steering 

Committee 

Co-ordinator 

Dr. 

Ragni 

Pratap 

- - - - 

3. Status of the Institution  

 Affiliated College 

 Constituent College 

 Any other (specify)  

4. Type of Institution:  

 a. By Gender 

  i. For Men 

  ii. For Women 

  iii. Co-education 

 b. By Shift 

  i. Regular 

  ii. Day 

  iii. Evening  

5. It is recognized minority institution?  

 Yes 

 No.  

 If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/any other) and 

provide documentary evidence. 

6. Source of funding: 

 Government 

 Grant-in-aid 

 Self-financing 

 Any other   

7. a. Date of establishment of the college: 05-July-1969 

 b. University to which the college is affiliated / or which governs the 

college   

 

� 
 
 

 

� 
 

� 
 
 

 

� 

– 

 
� 
� 
 

Choudhary Charan Singh University. Meerut 
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 c.  Details of UGC recognition:  

Under Section 

 

Date, month & year 

(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Remarks (if any) 

i. 2 (f) 01st Sep.,1969 - 

ii. 12 (B) NA - 

(Refer enclosure-01) 

 d.  Details of recognition / approval by statutory / regulatory bodies 

other than UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.) 

Under 

Section 

Clause 

Recognition/Approval 

details 

Institution/Department 

Programme 

Day, Month 

and Year 

(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Validity Remarks  

i.  14(3)9  

& 15(3)9 

B.Ed. 29.12.2006 Permanent - 

(Refer Encloser-02) 

8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy 

(as recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated colleges?  

 Yes No  

 If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?  

 Yes No  

9. Is the college recognized 

 a.  by UGC as a college with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?   

 Yes No  

 b.  for its performance by any other governmental agency?  

 Yes No  

10. Location of the campus and area in sq. mts:  

Location Urban 

Campus area in sq. mts. 3.07 acres 

Built up area in sq. mts.  5972.08 sq. mtrs 

 (* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any other specify)  

11. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and 

provide numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute 

has an agreement with other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide 

information on the facilities covered under the agreement. 

• Auditorium/Seminar complex with infrastructural facilities. � (01)  

• Sports facilities.  

� play ground     � (01) 

� swimming pool 

� gymnasium  

• Hostel 

� Boys' hostel     N.A. 

i. Number of hostels 

ii. Number of inmates 

iii. Facilities (mention available facilities) 

� Girls' hostel 

i. Number of hostels 

�  

 � 

 � 

 � 
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ii. Number of inmates 

iii. Facilities (mention available facilities) 

 Working women's hotel 

  i. Number of inmates 

ii, Facilities (mention available facilities) 

� Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give 

numbers available-cadre wise) NIL 

� Cafeteria     � (01) 

� Health Centre   � (One Medical Room) 

First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility, 

Ambulance........... Health centre staff- 

Qualified doctor  Full time  Part-time  

Qualified doctor  Full time  Part-time  

Facilities like banking, post office, book shops- S.B.I. Bank is just 

adjacent to college, post office is half kilometer from college & book 

shops are near to college 

Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff - NIL 

Animal house - NIL 

Biological waste disposal - NIL 

Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and 

voltage - Generator & Inverter facility is available  

� Solid waste management facility - NIL 

� Waste water management - NIL 

� Water harvesting - NIL 

12. Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current 

academic year)  

Programme 

Level 

Name 

of the 

Programme/ 

Course 

Duration Entry 

Qualification 

Medium  

of 

instruction 

Sanctioned 

/approved student  

strength 

No. of 

students 

admitted 

Under-Graduate B.A., 

B.Com. 

3 years Intermediate 

Pass 

Hindi As per University 

Rules 

B.A. - 392 

B.Com.-160 

Post-Graduate M.A. 

M.Com. 

2 years Graduation 

Pass 

Hindi As per University 

Rules 

200 

Integrated 

Programmes PG 
- - - - - - 

Ph.D Ph.D 2 to 5 

years 

Post 

Graduation  

Hindi & 

English 

As per University 

Rules 

- 

Certificate 

courses 

- - - - - - 

UG Diploma - - - - - - 

PG Diploma - - - - - - 

Any other 

(specify and 

provide details 

B.Ed. 2 years  Graduate Hindi 100 18 

 

13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?  

  Yes   No 

  if yes, how many ?  

 

� 
- 

- 

- 

�  
U.G.-1, P.G.-6 
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14. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if 

any?  

yes  No � Number  

15. List the departments:  

Faculty Departments 
(eg. Physics, Botany, History etc) 

UG PG Research 

Science NA - - - 

Arts Hindi, English, Sanskrit, 

Home Science, Psychology, 

Economics, Music, 

Sociology, Political Science, 

Drawing & Painting 

All Hindi, 

English, 

Home 

Science, 

Psychology, 

Economics, 

Drawing & 

Painting, 

Political 

Science 

Hindi, 

Drawing 

& 

Painting  

Commerce B.com, M.com  B.com M.com - 

Any other 

(Specify)  

Education B.ed - - 

16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like, BA, 

BSc, MA, M.Com....) 

 a. annual system  (B.A., B.com) 

 b. semester system  (M.A., M.com) 

 c. trimester system  

17. Number of Programmes with  

 a. Choice Based Credit system  

 b. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach 

 c. Any other (specify and provide details) 

18. Does the college offer UG and /or PG programmes in Teacher 

Education?  

 Yes    No.  

 a. Year of introduction of the programmes 29.12.2006 and number of 

batches that completed the programme - 08 

 

 b. NCTE recognition  

  Notification No. NRC/NCTE/F-7/9979 

  Date29.12.2006  

  Validity - Permanent 

 

 c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher 

Education Programme separately?  

  Yes   No.   

19. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education?  

  Yes   No.   

02 

02 

 

NIL 

NIL 

NIL 

�  

�  

 � 
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 If yes, 

 a. Year of introduction of the programmes (s)   -  NA  

  and number of batches that completed the programme - 

 b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable) 

  Notification No.: NA 

  Date : NA  

  Validity NA 

 c.  Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of 

Physical Education Programme separately?  

  Yes   No.  

20. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution.  

 

Positions 

Teaching Faculty  

Non-teaching 

staff 

 

Technical 

Staff 
Professor  Associate 

Professor  

Assistant 

Professor 

 M F M F M F M F M F 

Sanctioned by the UGC/ 

University / State Government  

Recruited 

NA - NA 8 NA 3 15 3 - - 

Yet to recruit            

Sanctioned by the Management 

society or other authorized 

bodies Recruited  

- - - - - - - - - - 

Yet to recruit            

M-Male F-Female  

21. Qualification of the teaching staff. 

Highest 

Qualification 

Professor Associate Professor Assistant 

Professor Total 

Male  Female Male Female Male Female 

Permanent teachers 

D.Sc./ D. Litt.        

Ph. D. NA - NA 8 NA - 08 

M. Phil. NA - NA - NA - - 

PG NA - NA - NA 3 03 

Temporary teachers  

D.Sc./ D. Litt. NA - NA NIL NA NIL NIL 

Ph. D. NA - NA NIL NA 3 3 

M. Phil. NA - NA NIL NA 14 14 

PG NA - NA NIL NA 21 21 

Part-time teachers  

Ph.D. - - - - - - - 

M. Phil - - - - - - - 

PG - - - - - - - 

22. Number of Visiting Faculty / Guest Faculty engaged with the college 

  

23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the 

last four academic years.   

Categories 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

SC NA 643 NA 567 NA 522 NA 481 

ST NA - NA - NA - NA - 

NA 

NA NA 

NIL 
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OBC NA 921 NA 831 NA 891 NA 812 

General NA 519 NA 586 NA 376 NA 324 

Others NA 43 NA 157 NA 226 NA 295 

24. Details on students enrollment in the college during the current 

academic year.  

Type of students UG PG M. Phil Ph.D. Total 

Students from the same 

State where the college is located  

1434 388 NA - 1822 

Students from other states of India - - - - - 

NRI students - - - - - 

Foreign students - - - - - 

Total - - - - - 

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)  

 UG   PG 

26. Unit cost of Education. 

 (Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total 

number of students enrolled) 

 (a) including the salary component 

 (b) excluding the salary component 

27. Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode 

(DEP)?  

 Yes   No 

 if yes, 

 a) is it a registered centre for offering distance education 

programmes of another University.  

 Yes   No 

 b) Name of the University which has granted such registration. 

 

 c) Number of programmes offered 

 d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education 

Council. 

   Yes   No 

28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course 

offered.  
Programme Ratio 

B.A. 37:01 

M.A. 12:01 

B.Com 57:01 

M.Com 07:01 

  

29. Is the college applying for Accreditation :   

 Cycle 1            Cycle 2             Cycle 3 

 Cycle 4         Re-Assessment : 

30. Date of accreditation (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and 

re-assessment only) 

 Cycle 1: 08/01/2011 Accreditation Outcome / Result CGPA 2:30, 

Grade-B 

 (Refer Enclosure -03) 

- - 

15932/- 

2218/- 

 � 

- - 

 

- 

- 

- - 

�  
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31. Number of working days during the last academic year.  

 

32. Number of working days during the last academic year. 
 (Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the examination days)  

 

33. Date of establishment of Internal Qualify Assurance Cell (IQAC) 

 IQAC - 21/02/2011 

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Qualify Assurance Reports 

(AQAR) to NAAC. 

 AQAR (i)  2011-13 Submitted on 11.10.13 

 AQAR (ii) 2013-14 Submitted on 10.06.15 

35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to 

include. No 

  

282 

221 
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1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation 

1.1.1 The Mission and Vision 

 ''Education to equip our students for playing a meaningful role at home, 

workplace and in society with emphasis on their employability''. 

 Mission and vision are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and 

other stakeholders through the college prospectus, departmental display 

boards, girl's notice board, induction programmes and library displays. 

1.1.2 The college is affiliated to C.C.S University and the curriculum is 

developed by the university. University issues the academic calendar in 

the beginning of the academic session. Taking the academic calendar of 

the university as a base, college develops its own academic calendar. 

College own academic calendar spells the college level plan of action. 

At the beginning of the academic session, HOD's of all the departments 

conduct meeting with their faculty members and develop the academic 

plan for the coming academic session. Each department makes their 

own time table for PG classes.Each faculty member is given subjects to 

teach according to their expertise.At the beginning of the academic 

session the whole syllabus is clearly distributed among the faculty 

members along with the number of classes they will take for the 

subject.If required teachers also take remedial or extra classes to 

complete the syllabus on the time. 

1.1.3 The affiliated CCS University conducts the board of studies meeting for 

the update & revision of syllabus.Our college faculties, who are 

themember of the board of studies, give suggestions during the meeting. 

Our faculty members also attend the meetings organized by the 

university to update the knowledge about curriculum & new trends in 

teaching. 

  On the institution level, management support, in effective 

transmission of curriculum is in the form of providing resources. 

College provides well- stocked library, Internet facility and computers 

in all the departments. A well maintained computer lab is also there for 

teachers and students. Some of the classes are equipped with LCD- 

Projector, interne, speakers etc. A well equipped seminar hall is also 

there for guest lecture and other curricular and co-curricular 

activities.Special emphasis is given on ICT- enabled tools to improve 

the teaching learning practice in the college. 

1.1.4 Initiatives taken by the college are: 

• Time table is prepared in the beginning of the academic session & is 

communicated to the faculty members and students well in advance. 

• All the departments prepare their own academic plan and teaching 

schedule for the session. 

• Faculty members maintain subject file for their papers, which contains 

time table, syllabus, notes, teaching plans, question paper of internal/ 

external exam details of assignments etc. 

• At the beginning of the session meeting is conducted with management, 

principal and faculty members to make the action plan for the coming 
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session. 

• Students' orientation is conducted by each department at the beginning 

of the session to make the students aware about university, college, 

syllabus etc. 

• Internal exams are conducted regularly. 

• If required extra or remedial classes are also conducted. 

• Students are provided latest books in the library. 

• Modern teaching aids like LCD projector, internet are provided, the 

faculties are encouraged to use them in class room teachings. 

• Students are provided free computer class. 

• Educational tour is conducted for the students. 

• Feedback is taken from the students regarding the curriculum. 

1.1.5 Industries are represented by the management committee in the 

college.Faculty members are encouraged to undertake visits to 

industries. 

1.1.6 Senior faculty members of the college who are the part of the board 

ofstudies are invited by the university in the board of studies meetings. 

In these meetings faculty members give their suggestions, opinion on 

the basis of their own experience and feedback received from students 

and other faculty members.Teachers actively participate and contribute 

in the development of the curriculum. 

1.1.7  The college does not offer any such course. 

1.1.8  HODs on their department level sees to the effective delivery of the 

curriculum. 

• Assignments, projects and weekly test are given to the students. 

• College conducts two internal exams at P.G level as a part of evaluation. 

Quiz, seminars, debates, extempore are also conducted to make the 

syllabus interesting. 

• Depending on the nature of the subjects educational tour is conducted 

for the students. 

• Feedback given by the external examiners also plays an important role 

in improving the action plan. 

• Formal/ informal feedback is taken from the various stake holders. 

1.2 Academic Flexibility 

1.2.1 College has offered certificate course in computer from the academic 

session 2015-16.Classes are likely to start in the beginning of 2016. 

1.2.2 College does not offer dual degree program. 

1.2.3 As college is the affiliated institution, it does not have the autonomy to 

introduce academic flexibly in the U.G and P.G. programmes offered by 

the college. But at P.G. level the college has the freedom to choose the 

optional courses, keeping in mind their scope for employability and 

further studies. 

 Range of Core & Elective subjects offered by the university and those 

optedby the college are given below: 
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S. No. Course  

1. B.A Hindi, English, Psychology, Home 

Science, 

Political Science, Music, Drawing & 

Painting, Sociology, Economics, Sanskrit. 

2. B.Com -------------------- 

3. M.A Hindi, English, Psychology, Home 

Science, 

Political Science, Drawing & Painting, 

Economics. 

4. M.Com -------------------- 

5. Doctoral Program Hindi, Drawing & Painting 

• Choice Based Credit System and subject options: 

NA 

• Lateral and vertical mobility: 

NA 

• Courses offered in modular form: 

NA 

• Credit transfer and accumulation facility: 

NA 

• Enrichment Course 

 Personality development lectures, computer classes are held to help the 

students to develop their communication and personality skills. Resume making 

workshop is conducted to teach students to make resume. Due to poor 

Hindi/English writing skills, special Hindi classes are conducted for the 

students. 

1.2.4 The institution offers self-financed programme and they only differ 

from other programmes in terms of fee structure. 

• The admission process is same as for regular. 

• The curriculum is same for regular courses as provided by the 

University. 

Name of the Self Financed Programmes: 

• B.Com 

• M.Com. 

• M.A (Psycology, English, Economics, Political Science, Home Science) 

1.2.5 No. college does not provide any such program. 

1.2.6 Affiliated university does not provide for any such flexibility. 

1.3  Curriculum Enrichment 

1.3.1 The efforts made by the college, to integrate the institution's goals and 

university's curriculum are as follow: 

• Academic calendar is made by the college in such a way that it 

supplements the syllabus with the goals of the college. 

• Two day event "Saarthak" is conducted for making the teaching and 

learning process activity based and creative. 
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• NSS plays its role to inculcate social responsibility among the students. 

• Educational tours are conducted for the students. 

• Resume making workshop is organized for the students to teach them 

how to make a good resume. 

• Students are given free computer classes so that they can use ICT in 

their learning process and update themselves with the current 

requirements. 

• To improve the spellings and writing skills of students, special Hindi 

classes are organized for them. 

• Some departments use plays, videos, lectures as a part of their teaching. 

• Various cultural and academic competitions are conducted for the 

development of the students. 

• Different activities like quiz, debates, seminars etc are conducted it 

department level to supplement the curriculum. 

1.3.2 As being the affiliated college, college cannot modify or enrich the 

syllabus on its own. Its senior faculty members, who are members in the 

board of studies at the university, communicate their experiences and 

recommendations during the board of study meetings to modify, enrich 

or organize the curriculum. 

 To enhance the experience of the students and to cope with the needs of 

the dynamic employment market, college has made the following 

efforts: 

• Institution is fully computerized at administrative and academic level. 

• All the department have computers with internet facility. 

• A fully equipped and well maintained computer lab is made available so 

that the students can learn computers and use it in their learning and 

employability. 

• Personality development lectures and resume making workshop is 

organized for students. 

• Students are encouraged to learn computers and keep themselves 

updated. 

• Students are also encouraged to read newspapers and make extensive 

use of the library. 

1.3.3 Efforts made by the institutions are as follows: 

• Doctors are invited to deliver lectures on female health related issues. 

• Lawyers and policeman were invited to make students aware about 

latest laws and human rights. 

• Medical camp are organized for the students. 

• Self defense classes are organized for the students. 

• Environmental education and social issues are done by the NSS unit of 

the college. 

• Students are encouraged and motivated to learn computers, ICT is used 

in their teaching- learning process. 

• Students are given assignments and projects which they make with the 

help of the ICT. 

• Environmental studies has been introduces as a compulsory foundation 

paper for all the Under Graduate students. Gender related issues are 
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introduced in subjects like Sociology, Psychology and Political Science. 

• Human Rights topic is part of Political Science. ICT has been introduced 

as a compulsory paper in Home Science, Economics and Commerce. 

 The college does not offer any value-added courses / enrichment 

programmes. However college makes effort at its own level to develop 

skills among students. 

1.3.4  Moral and ethical values: They are developed through participation in 

NSS. 

 Employable and life skills: Computer classes, personality development 

lectures are organized for the students. 

Better career options:There is no formal mechanism, in the 

college;However students are made aware about career option in 

Saarthak. 

Community Orientation: It is done through NSS 

1.3.5 NA 

1.3.6 NA 

1.4 Feedback System 

1.4.1 Senior faculty members who are the members of Board of Studies give 

their suggestions based on their experience and feedback from different 

stakeholders at the time of the meeting. 

1.4.2 Yes, through senior faculty members in Board of Studies meeting. 

1.4.3 We have introduced three certificate programs from academic session 

2015-16, classes are likely to start from January 2016. 
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2.1.1 NA 

Admission is done through university; college does not play any role in 

it. 

2.1.2 NA 

2.1.3 Admission is done by the university. After the registration is completed 

for the admission, university gives the merit list of the students to its 

affiliated collegesand admissions are done according to the merit, 

College does not play any role in it. The data of admission of other 

colleges is difficult to retrieve. 

2.1.4 NA 

2.1.5 NA 

2.1.6 As admissions are done by university and students have to apply online 

at university website, it is not possible to know the number of students 

applied and students are admitted on the basis of the merit list send by 

the university, college's role is only limited to the giving admission to 

the student whose name is in the merit list. 

2.2 Catering to student diversity: 

2.2.1 They are treated at par with all the other students. To facilitate the 

students canteen, administrative block, library, toilets are on the ground 

floor. 

2.2.2 In the beginning of the academic session and commencement of classes 

orientation program is organized for the students at the department 

level.In this program HOD inform the students about curriculum, 

examination pattern, general guidelines/discipline of the college, library 

procedure, dress code, academic calendar etc.After the orientation 

faculties do one to one interaction with the students. This interaction 

helps the faculties to identify the need of the students. Accordingly 

appropriate action is taken at the department level for the students. 

2.2.3 If required departments take introductory classes of the students, of 

particular subjects, to bridge the knowledge gap of the enrolled students. 

Our institution organizes two-day educational event, `Sarthak' annually. 

By participating in this event, students learn about their subjects through 

activities and games. 

2.2.4 College sensitize its staff and students by taking following measures :   

• Gender, environment women issues etc are part of the curriculum of the 

University, of subjects like Political Science, Sociology, Psychology 

and Environmental Studies. 

• National/International days like world environment day, Anti- Dowry 

day etc are celebrated to sensitize the staff and the students. 

• NSS unit of the college organizes different programmeslike tree 

plantation, hygiene and cleanliness in college and surrounding areas of 

the college, spreading awareness to give vote, about pollution etc. 

2.2.5 They are treated at par. 

2.2.6 No such case has come into the light of the college or management. 
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2.3 Teaching-Learning Process 

2.3.1 The session starts with the meeting of teachers with information of 

results: 

• The academic calendar of the university is discussed and followed. The 

annual activities and functions are planned. 

• The routine time table is allotted 

• Evaluation includes weekly tests, practical, viva, oral tests, quiz, 

objective-type questions etc. 

2.3.2 IQAC monitors the planning, implementation and continuous 

development of curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities of 

the college. It helps in the academic planning of the session . In the Ist 

IQAC meeting of the session academic planning of the whole session is 

presented and discussed. In the IInd and IIIrd IQAC meetings of the 

session the planning implemented is monitored and reviewed and 

necessary changes required are done in the planning for the remaining 

session. In the IVth IQAC meeting of the session overall working of the 

academic session is reviewed and planning of the next academic session 

is done. Necessary changes in the planning of the next academic session 

are made based on the feedback of the planning of the last academic 

session. 

2.3.3 The overall environment of the college is student-centric.Learning is 

made student centric, when teachers adopt different strategies in their 

teaching to suit to the students of different learning abilities. College 

offers support to all its teachers to develop student centric learning. 

• Teachers make their lecture enriched by use of audio-visual aids, 

presentations, video lectures, plays, lectures through video conferencing 

inter departmental lectures and educational tours. 

• College has a well stocked library, in which there is latest collection of 

books, journals and magazines. It is efficiently used by the faculties to 

provide wholesome learning to the students. 

• Every department has computer with internet connections, faculties take 

lot of help from the net and make efficient use of it in their teaching. 

• Collaborative learning is encouraged by the faculties and student work 

collectively in 'Saarthak' and other activities like group discussion, 

presentation, debates, educational tour etc. 

• Students are encouraged to use ICT in their learning. They are given 

assignments which they have to present through PPT's. 

• Students are encouraged to make questions (MCQ) of their subjects and 

browse net for additional information. 

• Students are also encouraged to go to library and inculcate reading 

habits in them. 

2.3.4 College does different activities to nurture critical thinking and 

creativity among the students. 

• Students are encouraged to participate in a two day educational event, 

'Saarthak' which is held annually. In 'Saarthak' students present different 

topics of their syllabus through models, charts and games. This event 
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helps the students to understand the topic in depth by the method of 

`learning by doing'. 

• Students are also encouraged to participate in group discussion, debates 

organized in college and inter collegiate events. 

• Scientific temper is nurtured by practicals which are the part of the 

curriculum in subjects like Psychology, Home Science and Drawing & 

Painting. 

• Creativity is also nurtured by participating in different creative activities 

of college like, Notice board competition, cultural activities and 

creativity is also a part of curriculum of practical of Home Science and 

Drawing & Painting subjects. 

2.3.5 Technologies & facilities used are as follows : 

• ICT enabled classrooms. 

• LCT Projectors and speakers. 

• Internet access in all the departments and seminar hall.  

• Video lectures. 

• Lectures through video conferencing. 

2.3.6 College encourages faculties and students for advance level of 

knowledge and skills: 

• By providing Internet facilities in all departments and a well maintained 

computer lab for students. 

• Students are given free computer lessons for learning computer. 

• Faculties and students are encouraged for higher learning. To support 

them, fully equipped library and computer Lab is there. They can use it 

as and when required 

• Academic project is compulsory for PG students, they are encouraged 

and guided by the faculties to carryout projects. 

• If required lectures of experts are organized. 

2.3.7 There is no formal mechanism for it. Students are guided & counseled 

by faculties at department level, as and when required.   

2.3.8 An educational two day event "Saarthak" is held annually. In this event 

students present the topics of their syllabus through charts, models and 

games. This event helps to develop informal bond between the teachers 

and the students which later helps to have more effective classroom 

teaching. Students learn to work in a team, they gain confidence by 

presenting their topics and answering the queries of the visitors. 

Different departments have incorporated different innovative processes 

in teaching and learning: 

• A period has been incorporated in the time table, in which different 

departments conduct different educational activities such as quiz, 

debates, extempore, seminars etc. 

• To encourage students to be computer literate computer classes are 

being conducted for them. 

• Most of the teachers take lectures through PPT. 

• Students are encouraged to search material online, some of the 

departments have asked their students to submit their assignments in the 
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form of PPTs and give presentations. 

• Monthly test is conducted,this test help the students to prepare their 

syllabus for their end term exam parallel with their classes. This 

preparation increases the confidence of the students and helps them to 

score good marks. 

• English club is made for improving the conversation of the students. 

• English department shows plays of Shakespeare, which are part of their 

syllabus to make the lecture more interesting for the students. 

2.3.9 Institution has a well stocked, centralized library. It contains latest 

newspapers, magazines, books, journals and reference books and CDs. 

Library is open from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM. Students are asked to visit 

library regularly and are encouraged to study there. Library also keeps 

questions papers of university exams of previous years, to help the 

students in preparation of the examinations. It has computer with 

internet and power back up facility.Departments also maintain their own 

departmental library which is used by the teachers and students. 

2.3.10 No, institution does not face any challenge in completing the curriculum 

within the planned time frame. 

2.3.11 Institution monitors and evaluate the quality of teaching learning 

throughIQAC : 

• Through IQAC institute evaluate the teaching strategies and make 

resources available for effective teaching and learning. 

• Encourage faculty and students to increases use of ICT in their teaching. 

• Computers with internet connection are available in every department 

and computer lab, so that students and teachers can learn online. 

• Formal/informal feedback on teaching and faculties is taken from 

students. The response of the feedback serves as a base for future action. 

• Last year's question papers are made available to students for better 

examination preparation. 

• Quality of teaching and learning is also evaluated through `Sarthak' and 

result of the end term exams. 

• All department keep soft and hard copy of internal and external exams 

and attendance. 

• In some department faculties are made the co-ordinater of the classes 

and they act as a mentor for the students. They guide and help students 

in academic and co-curricular activities. 

• Regular IQAC meetings acts as a quality circle for college, which helps 

in evaluating the performance of teaching and learning process. 

2.4 Teacher Quality: 

2.4.1 Number of Teachers, Qualification and Designation 

Highest 

Qualification 

Professor Associate 

Professor 

Assistant 

Professor 

Total 

 Male Female Male Female Male Female  

Permanent Teachers 

D.Sc./D.Litt. NA NA NA Nil NA Nil Nil 

PhD NA NA NA 6 NA 2 8 
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M Phil NA NA NA Nil NA Nil Nil 

PG NA NA NA 2 NA 1 3 

Temporary Teachers 

D.Sc./D.Litt. NA NA NA Nil NA Nil Nil 

PhD NA NA NA Nil NA 3 3 

M Phil NA NA NA Nil NA 14 14 

PG NA NA NA Nil NA 21 21 

• Permanent teachers are selected as per the guidelines of UGC through 

open advertisement of higher service education commission (HSEC). 

• To fulfill the faculty requirements of various departments, college finds 

new teachers through reference from other teachers and through the 

advertisement of vacancy in the newspaper.Applications are invited 

online and short listed candidates are called for an interview. 

The interview panel consists of the following members: 

• The chairman of the managing committee. 

• Members from the Kanohar Lal Trust. 

• Principal of the college. 

• The HOD of the concerned department. 

• The panel selects the competent candidates according to the guidelines 

issued by the UGC. 

2.4.2 No new program has been added in the college.However syllabus of 

some subjects have been revised and updated. Like paper of IT and 

Maths has been introduced in M.A (Home Science), (Economics) and 

M.Com, B.Com.To cope with these issues, institute hires the qualified 

candidates, who are competent to teach the new and updated syllabus. 

2.4.3 

a) Nomination to staff development programmes: 

Academic Staff Development Programmes Number of 

Faculty 

nominated 

Refresher Courses NIL 

HRD Programmes NIL 

Orientation Programmes 01 

Staff training conducted by the university NIL 

Staff training conducted by other institutions NIL 

Summer/winter schools, workshops, etc. NIL 

b) Teaching learning methods/approaches: Induction of faculties is done 

before the starting of new classes. They are made aware about different 

aspects of teaching learning methods. 

• Handling new curriculum: C.C.S University (affiliating university) 

revises the curriculum. Senior faculties who are member of board of 

studies are invited in the meetings held for revision of curriculum. 

• Content/knowledge management: NIL. 

• Selection, development and use of enrichment materials: NIL.  

• Cross cutting issues: Awareness is done through discussions. 
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• Audio Visual Aids/multimedia: Faculties can use ICT aids provided in 

each department and computer lab. 

• OER's: NIL 

• Teaching learning material development, selection and use: The College 

provides audio-visual aids with internet connection. It encourages the 

use of them as per requirement for improving teaching-learning. 

c) Percentage of faculty 

• Invited as resource persons in Workshops/Seminars/Conferences 

organized by external professional agencies : NIL 

• Participated in external Workshops/Seminars/Conferences recognized 

by national/international professional bodies : NIL 

• Presented papers in Workshops/Seminars/Conferences conducted or 

recognized by professional agencies : NIL 

2.4.4 The college does not provide research grants from its own budget. 

Management encourages higher study like M.Phil/Ph.D among its 

faculty members. 

2.4.5 None 

2.4.6 Evaluation of teachers is done by the students. The result of the 

feedback is analyzed and required actions are taken to improve the 

quality of teaching and learning process. 

2.5 Evaluation Process andReforms: 

2.5.1 Being an affiliated college of CCS university the evaluation norms made 

by the university are communicated to the college for the 

compliance.The college follows these norms for the evaluation.Students 

are made aware about the process of evaluation of external 

exams/internal exams/viva-voice, projects during their orientation 

program and class interaction. Faculties are notified about the changes 

in evaluation norms by the university through meetings and university 

website. 

2.5.2 Being an affiliated college, it does not have the flexibility to introduce 

itsown evaluation reforms. Reforms made by the university are 

followed: 

• B.A (U.G) is an annual program. At UG level there is only end term 

exam held by the university at the end of the session. In IIIrd year of 

(UG) a viva-voice is held, which is taken by external examiner. 

• PG (M.A., M.Com) is a semester based program. Viva-voice is held by 

the external examiner at the end of the II and IV semester. There are two 

internal exams during the semester. Marks of internal exam and viva are 

sent to university online. 

2.5.3 Institutions ensure the effective implementation by taking following 

steps: 

• On its own college does not have the too much scope in the evaluation 

reforms of external exams. College effectively implements the 

evaluation reforms of the university. Any changes made by the 
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university are promptly adopted and followed. 

• As for internal exams, date sheet is communicated to students well in 

advance, exams are taken and evaluation is done as prescribed by the 

university. 

2.5.4 Formative assessment: 

It is done through assignments, projects, attendance, record, viva-voice, 

class test etc. 

2.5.5 Summative assessment: 

Final examination is conducted by the university. 

2.5.5 

• Weightage for behavioral aspects, communication skills etc are not 

mentioned in CCS University's guidelines for evaluation, hence college 

cannot use it as a parameter for assessment. However norms regarding 

the attendance and submission of assignments/projects are followed as 

per the university guidelines. 

• To maintain the transparency the marks of internal assessment are sent 

online to the university and as all the students are well informed about 

the evaluation process, transparency is maintained. 

2.5.6 Graduate attributes specified by the affiliating university are completion 

of the specified curriculum within the stipulated time and passing of the 

final exams. To complete the course on time, college sees to it that 

regular classes are held and if required extra classes are also 

organized.For good preparation of end term exam, students are told the 

exam pattern, previous years question paper and problems are discussed 

in the class. 

2.5.7 Evaluation of internal exams is done at college level. Internal marks are 

confidential and university policy does not allow the college to disclose 

the marks to the students.Grievances regarding the external exams 

evaluation are addressed at university level. An application is forwarded 

by the college for the concerned student to the university. 

2.6 Student Performance and learning outcome: 

2.6.1 College does not have any clearly stated learning outcome.The mission 

&vision statement of the college reflects the view of the college towards 

learning. 

Vision/mission are expressed through Saarthak, website, prospectus, 

principal's speech and other curricular activities of the college. 

2.6.2 To monitor the performance and progress of students. 

• Every department analyses the end term result of its students. 

• Subject wise result are also analyzed and reviewed to update/change the 

teaching material and strategies. 

• Result of internal exams are reviewed and analyzed at the department 

level. 

• Informal class test, quiz are also conducted to monitor the performance 

of the students. For analysis of student (Refer enclosure 04) 
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2.6.3 The intended learning outcome is achieved by providing: 

• Student centric environment. 

• Timely completion of syllabus. 

• Students evaluation through projects, class tests , assignments etc. 

• Free computer classes for the students. 

• Well stocked library. 

• It required remedial classes are held for the students. 

• Internet assessment of students. 

• Overall evaluation of the result of the college. 

• Through two day educational event 'Saarthak'. 

2.6.4  

• College's NSS unit is directly involved in social cause. 

• Curricular activities like debates, seminar, quiz, extempore, 

co-curricular activities and cultural functions at the college and 

department level help to develop the confidence, personality and 

leadership qualities among the students. 

• Personality development lectures and computer classes are arranged for 

the students. 

• Students are made aware about the future prospects of their subjects for 

job or higher education. 

• Entrepreneurship is taught as a paper in the departments of Home 

Science and Commerce. 

2.6.5 College collects and analyzes data by: 

• Informal discussion with students in classes. 

• Overall analysis of the end term exams. 

• Analysis of internal exams at department level. 

• After the analysis weak areas and barriers are identified in learning and 

remedial actions are taken as per the requirement. 

College has taken the following steps to overcome the barriers of learning: 

• Emphasis on regularity of students in class and enforcing the attendance 

limit for students, prescribed by the unit the university.  

• Remedial classes for students, if required. 

• In some department question banks is provided to students. Providing 

last year question paper to students. 

• Revision of the syllabus. 

• Class test for periodic evaluation. 

• Informal and surprise oral test of students. 

2.6.6 Institute monitors the learning outcome through:  

• Internal exams 

• End term exam result 

• Through two-day educational event 'Saarthak'. 

2.6.7 Yes, college uses evaluation outcomes as an indicator for evaluating 

students performance. Result analysis and internal evaluation makes 

college aware about the weak areas and helps us to take remedial 
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actions. 

• Few examples are: Conducting language classes. 

• Free computer classes. 

• Remedial classes. 

• Appointment of competent faculties. 

• As per the requirement and need pedagogies are proposed and 

increased. 

• Use of ICT in teaching learning. 

• Conduct of co-curricular activities like debates, quiz, seminar etc. 
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Criterion III: 

Research, Consultancy and Extension 
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3.1 Promotion of Research: 

3.1.1 At present, college is not the recognized research center of the affiliated 

university or any other agency/organization. 

3.1.2 At present, institution does not have a research committee. 

3.1.3 NA 

3.1.4 In some department .research methodology is part of their curriculum. 

Studying this subject develops research culture in the college. Students 

of final year of department of psychology. Political Science, Economics, 

Home Science undertake research project as part of their curriculum. 

3.1.5 Faculties of Hindi and Drawing and Painting Department guide the 

research scholars in their individual research: 

Name of the 

faculty 

Department Number of Scholars 

Completed Ongoing 

Dr. Kiran Pradeep Drawing & Painting 07 01 

Dr. Jyotsna Drawing & Painting 02 04 

Dr. Veena Vats Hindi 01 01 

Dr. Shashibala Hindi 02 NIL 

3.1.6 NIL 

3.1.7 College does not have any prioritized research area. The faculties of the 

college are involved as research guide for individual research for Ph.D 

program. 

3.1.8 The College invites eminent personalities to visit campus as speaker in 

guest lectures. The lectures they deliver inspire and motivate the faculty 

and students . 

Following are the personalities who have visited the college in the last 

four years to interact with the teachers and students. 
S.No. Event Topic Department Name of 

Resource 

Person 

Date 

1. Guest 

Lecture 

Industrial 

Organisational 

Psychology  Dr. Bhawana 

Jaiswal 

08/11/11 

2. Seminar Indian 

Psychology 

Psychology Dr. Suneet 

Verma 

02/12/11 

3. Guest 

Lecture 

Physiological 

Psychology 

Psychology Dr. Sona 

Kaushal 

08/12/11 

4. Guest 

Lecture 

Hemispheric 

Specialization 

Psychology Dr. Anita 

Moral 

21/01/13 

5. Workshop Human Resource 

Management 

Psychology Mrs. Anusha 

J. Trivedi 

04-15/03/13 

6. Guest 

Lecture 

Research Design 

Types, 

Implicationa and 

relevance 

Psychology Dr. Anshu 

Agarwal 

09/12/13 

7. Workshop TAT Psychology Ms. Anshu 

Chitransh 

17/02/2014 

22/02/2014 

8. E- Guest 

Lecture 

Research 

Methods 

Psychology Dr. Suneeta 

Shukla 

07/10/2014 
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8. Workshop R.T Psychology Ms. Anusha 

Chitransh 

09/05/2015 

16/05/2015 

10. E- Guest 

Lecture 

Positive 

Psychology 

Psychology Ms. Nivedita 

Bansal 

22/05/2015 

11 

 

Seminar Research 

Methodology 

Drawing & 

Painting  

- - 

3.1.9 NIL 

3.1.10 NIL 

3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research 

3.2.1 The college does not offer any research oriented program. Hence it does 

not have any percentage of total budgets earmarked for research. 

3.2.2 There is no such provision. 

3.2.3 As college does not offer any research program. Hence there are no 

financial provisions to support student research projects. 

3.2.4 NIL 

3.2.5 The equipments are maintained by their respective departments. Stock 

register is maintained for this purpose. Staff and students use the 

equipments for their day-to-day classes, practical's and projects. 

3.2.6 Institute has not received any such grant. 

3.2.7 NIL 

3.3 Research Facilities 

3.3.1 The college does not offer any research oriented program. However 

college has facilities which help the students, who have taken individual 

research under our faculties as their research guides. Facilities are: 

• Computer lab with projector, speaker and internet facilities. 

• Every department is equipped with computer and internet. 

• There is well-stocked and well maintained library for helping the 

students/staff in their research. 

3.3.2 As college is not a research center it does not have any strategies for 

research area. 

3.3.3 Institute has not received any grant from industries or agency. 

3.3.4 Our institute is not a research center, it does not have any research 

facilities outside the campus. 

3.3.5 Researchers use the books, journals, magazines available in the library. 

3.3.6 There are no collaborative research facilities developed in the college. 

However college has developed some facilities which can be used by 

staff and students in research.  

• Well maintained, internet enabled computer lab. 

• Well stocked and well maintained library with reading room. 

• Seminar hall with ICT facilities. 

• TATA sky connection.  
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3.4 Research Publications and Awards 

3.4.1 Patents obtained and filed (process and product) - NIL 

 Original research contributing to product improvement - NIL 

 Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the 

services - NIL 

 Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development 

- No contribution  

3.4.2 No, college does not publish any research journal. 

3.4.3 Publication per faculty :  

 Dr. Nidhi Sharma 

 Effects of Parent Child relationship on Behavioral Problems of 

A.D.H.D. Children during childhood. 

Dr. Kiran Pradeep 

• 'Kinetic Art' in "Aesthetic" a Journal of Arts, Interior & Lifestyle 

2011 Vol. IIIrd.  

• 'Empower yourself through ICTs' in "Aesthetic" a Journal of 

Arts, Interior & Lifestyle 2011 Vol. III. 

• Article published in 'Shivaranjani'journal for research - Topic:  

'Interrelationship of Art & Music in Reference to Ragmaala' 

-2013 

• Article published in research journal 'Shivaranjani' Topic: vdcj 
dky dh laxhr dyk- 2014 

• Article published in research journal 'Expressions'Topic: 

vèrkoknh dyk ijEijk fons'kh dyk ,oa dykdkjksa ds lUnHkZ esa  
organized by Prof S.B.L. Saxena Research Foundation, Bareilly 

3.4.4 NIL  

3.5 Consultancy 

3.5.1 There is no formal system of industry - institute interface. But we 

organize industry visit for our commerce students. 

3.5.2 Institute does not have any such policy. 

3.5.3 NIL 

3.5.4 NIL 

3.5.5 There is no such policy of the institution. 

3.6. Extension Activities and institutional Social Responsibility (ISR): 

3.6.1 The institute has a NSS unit. Through NSS (National Service Scheme) 

institute and its students do neighborhood community work. They get 

engaged in cleanliness and hygiene of the local community and various 

programmes like awareness about voting rights, adult education, 

sanitation, AIDS awareness, etc. 

3.6.2 NSS unit of the college enrolls hundred students. These students are 

monitored by the respective incharge teachers. Students who participate 
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in seven days camp and other social activities are given certificates and 

grades. 

3.6.3 Institute solicit stakeholder perception though formal and informal 

feedback from students. Feedback is also taken from students parents 

informally in two day educational event, Saarthak.' 

3.6.4 Extension activities are done by NSS unit. The respective teacher 

incharge plans and organizes programmes. 

Fund received from the university & expenditure incurred 

Year Receipt Expenditure 

2011-12 2372 580 

2012-13 863 3125 

2013-14 28295 13317 

2014-15 7139 19609 

Total 38669 36631 

Extension activities of NSS during last four years 

2011-2012 

Date Activities 

13-1-11 

One day camp 

 

One day Camp was conducted on Social 

Problem 

18-1-11 to 24-1-11 

Seven days camp 

Poster competition on 'Female Feticide' and 

'Aids awareness' was conducted. 

Lecture by Dr. Geeta Jain was given on 

"Women Health Problems." 

 

17-2-11 

One day camp 

A Debate competition was held on the topic 

'Stop the use of Polythin'. 

 

1-10-11 Voluntary Blood Donate Day was 

celebrated. 
 

01-2-12 to 07-2-12 

Seven days camp 
• An Act on the Topic nks cwan ftUnxh dh 

ukSfugky' was presented.  
• Aids awareness was done. 

• An act on plantation and save 

environment. 

• Poster competition on ^jDrnku egknku' 
was conducted.  

• There was a rally on the 6th day for 

Voters Awareness. 
 

2012-2013 

 

Date Activities 

22-09-2012 The Volunteers of N.S.S. presented a trial 

for Parade before 'Republic day' in 
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University. One of the students was selected 

for Pre. R.D. Camp. 

 

24 -09-2012 N.S.S. Founder's day was celebrated. 

 

22 -11-2012 75 Students of N.S.S. went to City Station 

to watch an exhibition on Aids. 

 

14 -12-2012 

One day Camp 

Slogan and Poster Competitions and 

conference were organized on the topic 

Save Environment. 

 
22-12-12 Survey was done by N.S.S. Students in 

Baagadia Colony (nearby locality of the 

college). 

 
04-01-2013 Slogan and Poster Competition and 

Conference were conducted on topic Dowry 

System. 

 
11-01-2013 

One day Camp 
Slogan and Poster Competition and 

Conference were conducted on topic 

'Female Feticide'. 

 
28-01-2013 to 03-02-2013  

7 days Camp 
• A guest lecture was given by Dr. 

Tangnveer Singh on" How to avoid 

Aids" 

• A gust lecture was given by a 

Gynecologist on the "Addiction Free 

Society" 

• Students presented their views on old 

age problems. 

 

2013-2014 

Date Activities 

24-9-13 N.S.S. Founder's Day was celebrated 

and students were made aware about the 

aims and advantages of N.S.S. 

 

8-1-14 

One day Camp 

Competition was conducted on 

'Responsibility of Youngsters Towards 

Their Old Parents". 

 

25-1-14 

One day Camp 

Slogan and chart competition was 

conducted on the topic-Voting 

 

6-2-14 to 12-2-14 

Seven days Camp 
• Students of 'Sanskaar' group 

motivated the people to stop 
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cattishness through Addition free 

society.  

• A rally was done on Corruption.  

• Poster competition was conducted 

on 'Save girl child". Plate 

decoration and Rangoli 

Competition were also organized. 

 

22-7-14 'Ground water week day' was 

celebrated. Students presented their 

views on the topic 'How to save water'? 

 

8-12-14 

One day Camp 

People were made aware about the 

"Importance of trees in our Life." 

 

2014-2015 

Date Activities 

1-12-14 People were made aware about Aids by 

making Human chain on Aids Day. 

 

8-12-14 

One day Camp 

Campus was cleaned thoroughly being 

inspired by Sanitation Campaign run by 

our Honorable Prime Minister Mr. 

Narendra Modi. 

 

12-12-15 

One day Camp 

Essay Competition was organized on 

'Women Empowerment'. 

 

20-01-15 

One day Camp 

Students were made aware about the 

importance of 'Adult Education'. 

 

23-01-15 

One day Camp 

Poster Competition was organized on 

the topic 'Voting' 

 

02-02-15 to 8-2-15 

Seven days Camp 
• Students went into Malin Basti and 

advised the people to avoid 

smoking and cattishness. 

• Students learnt how to make best 

out of waste.  

• Plate decoration and Rangoli 

competitions were conducted.  

• Smt Mala Singh taught to make 

puppets. 

• Nukkad Natika was shown on 

"Female Foeticide" by Surabhi 

family. 

• A play was acted on "Dowry" play 

by Swaranjali group.  
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• Some short acts were also 

performed on Social crime. 

 

28-7-15 Plantation was done in the campus.  

 

24-9-15 N.S.S. Founder's day was celebrated.  

 

These activities aware students about current societal problems 

and help them get aware about social responsibilities and citizenship 

roles. They learn to take up social responsibilities and become 

responsible citizen of the country. It helps them to develop overall 

qualities and to make them useful citizen. 

3.6.5 The head of the institution appoint the faculty member and other staff 

member as NSS incharge. The respective incharge encourage 

andpromote students to participate in NSS and other social activities 

through.Students are given certificates and points for the NSS 

participation.  

3.6.6 NSS unit of the college creates awareness by organizing rallies on Aids, 

voting, dowry. Plantation is also done in the campus. 

Psychology department has done the following extension work: 

• A survey was conducted on the basic competency skills of students 

of T.D.K.L. Balika inter college. 

• A counseling call was made to help students in their personal and 

academic problems. 

• An awareness program was held on 'Child Abuse and Prevention of 

Violence' for students of class VI to M.A. students of TDKL & 

KLPG College. 

• Academic counseling of the students of Trishla DeviJunior High 

School. 

• College organized the self defence classes for junior and inters schools 

in college campus. 

• College provides its infrastructure for Trishla Devi Junior High School 

for their curricular and extra-curricular activities.  

3.6.7 Extension activities are meant for holistic development of the students. 

These experiences add on to their experience as a human being and as 

acitizen of India, is also enriches their personality. Whatever students 

learn in their curriculum of psychology, sociology, political science and 

other subjects and the extension activities helps the students to develop 

awareness and analytical skills, and also develop their personality. 

These activities inculcate in them interpersonal skills, patience, 

understanding the 'views' of others, listening skills, respect for others 

and compassion.  

3.6.8 The College and local community share a very good relationship. Public 

representatives, expert doctors, various government officials help the 

college from time to time on various extension and outreach 

programmes.  
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 Some of the major initiatives undertaken by the college are as follows: 

• An eye checking camp was organized by the Rotary Club for the college 

students.  

• A medical lecture was conducted on "Dengue". 

• A talk was conducted by police official and lawyer to make students 

aware about laws and their rights.  

• A team of doctors from Subharti Medical College discussed female 

health problem with the students and made them aware about general 

health issues. 

3.6.9 NIL 

3.6.10 NIL 

3.7 Collaboration  

3.7.1 There is no official research Collaboration.  

3.7.2 NIL 

3.7.3 Making available seminar hall, computer lab, NRAC hall to students of 

Trishla Devi Junior High School and Inter for their ICT class, lectures 

through PPT and other curricular and extra-curricular activities. 

3.7.4 NIL 

3.7.5 The College does not have any formal MOUs and agreement. However 

the College has as under : 

Curriculum development/ 

enrichment 

C.C.S.(Affiliating 

University) 

Internship/On the job training NA 

Summer Placement NA 

Faculty exchange and professional 

development 

NIL 

Research NA 

Consultancy NIL 

Extension NSS 

Publication NIL 

Students Placement NA 

Twinning Programmes NA 

Introduction of new course NIL 

Student exchange NIL 

Any Other NIL 

3.7.6 The college has linkage only regarding curricular development and 

extension activities. It does not have any other linkages or collaboration. 
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Criterion IV  

Infrastructure and Learning 

Resources 
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4.1 Physical Facilities  

4.1.1 Policy is driven by: 

• 100% use of infrastructure. 

• Up- gradation of the system. 

• Providing comfortable and well equipped environment.  

• Keeping abreast with latest technology. 

4.1.2(a) Detail of the facilities available for curricular and co-curricular 

activities :  
Administrative Section 

Name Facilities Quantity 

Principal's Chamber Computer 1 

 All in on copier Printer 1 

 BSNL Broadband Connection 1 

 Telephone 1 

 Intercom 1 

 Camera 1 

College Office + 

Account Office 

Computer 4 

 Printer 2 

 All in on copier Printer 1 

 Intercom 2 

 BSNL Broadband Connection 2 

 Camera 2 

Central Library Books 31901 

 Journals & Periodicals 349 

 Printer 1 

 Computer 4 

 Scanner 1 

 Daily Newspaper 7 

Computer Lab Computer 28 

 UPS 1 

 Speaker 1 

 Projector 1 

 LAN Connection ports/ 

internet 

1 

Department facilities 

Commerce Computer 2 

 Intercom 1 

 Printer  1 

 Internet 1 

 Speaker 1 

 Projector 1 

 Biometric Machine 1 

Psychology Computer 1 

 Intercom 1 

 All in one copier Printer 1 

 Internet 1 

 Laptop 1 

 Projector 1 
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 Speaker 1 

 Psychology Lab 1 

Music (Vocal, Tabla, 

Sitar) 

Computer 2 

 Intercom 1 

Drawing & Painting Computer 1 

 Intercom 1 

 All in one copier Printer 1 

 Internet  1 

 Laptop 1 

 Projector 1 

 Practical Lab 1 

Home Science Computer 2 

 Laptop 1 

 All in one copier Printer 2 

 Internet 1 

 Intercom 2 

 Projector 1 

 Speaker 1 

 Practical Lab 2 

Hindi Computer 1 

Political Science Computer 1 

 Intercom 1 

 Speaker 1 

English Computer 2 

 Internet 1 

 Printer 1 

 Projector 1 

 Intercom 1 

 Speaker 1 

Economics Computer 1 

 Internet 1 

 Printer 1 

 Intercom 1 

Sociology Computer 1 

 Internet 1 

 Intercom 1 

Sanskrit Computer 1 

 Internet 1 

 Intercom 1 

Seminar Hall Computer 1 

 Internet 1 

 Projector 1 

 Speaker 2 

 Tata Sky 1 

4.1.2 (b) The facilities available for extra-curricular activities are: 

(i) Indoor Games: For recreation of the students facilities to play 

Table Tennis, Carom, Chess, etc., are provided. 

(ii) Seminar Hall is used for extracurricular activities, socio-cultural 

activities,personality development programmes ,career guidance 

programmes and  NSS activities. 
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(iii) Outdoor Games: Play ground is available for playing outdoor 

games like cricket, athletics, foot ball, basket ball etc. in college 

campus. 

(iv) NSS : College has an NSS unit of 100 students. Various socially 

relevant services are provided by NSS students. 

4.1.3 The available infrastructure of the college is in line with its academic 

growth. There is optimal utilization of infrastructure. The classrooms 

are used optimally for the teaching learning process Practical classes are 

held in the respective laboratories of the departments. Guest lectures, 

Seminars, workshops etc. are held inthe seminar hall or NRAC hall. 

Extracurricularactivities and other functions are conducted in the 

respective departments or NRAC hall. Cultural functions are conducted 

in the NRAC hall and Saarthak is conducted in the lawn of the College. 

 The facilities developed during the last four years : 

Year Seminar Hall Road inside the 

campus 

Drinking Water 

Room 

2011-12 682997.00 0.00 0.00 

2012-13 1083986.00 0.00 0.00 

2013-14 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2014-15 0.00 719196.00 272486.00 

Grand Total 1766983.00 719196.00 272486.00 

Master plan (Refer enclosure -5) 

4.1.4 Our administrative block, principal's room, library, canteen, NRAC 

Hall, seminar hall, water facility, toilets, are on the ground floor. There 

are classrooms also on the ground floor. And if the need arises, 

appropriate actions will be taken.  

4.1.5 

• Hostel - No 

• Recreational - NRAC Hall.  

• Computer facility including access to internet in hostel - Computer 

facility is available in college. 

• Medical - One medical room and well equipped hospitals are within 

walking distance from the college. 

• Library facility in hostel - NA 

• Internet - Available in computer Lab, offices, library, seminar hall and 

departments. 

• Wi-Fi - No. 

• Recreational facility- common room with audio-visual equipment - one 

seminar hall and one NRAC hall for recreational activities. 

• Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy - NIL 

• Constant supply of safe drinking water - Yes, filtered water is available 

for drinking.  

• Security - 24 hr security guards are there in college. Police station is 

nearby. 

4.1.6 There is one medical room and visits of part time doctor are organized. 

In case of emergencies well equipped hospitals are available at walking 
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distance from the college. 

4.1.7  

• For IQAC there is room on main floor. 

• College does not have separate grievance redressal unit. 

• Canteen is available for both staff and students. 

• There is one medical room on main floor. 

• NRAC hall is used for recreational activities by staff and students. 

• Facility of safe drinking water is available for staff and students. 

• There is no separate place for counseling and career guidance, it is 

provided by the concerned faculties in their departments. 

4.2. Library as a learning resource 

4.2.1 Yes, the library has an Advisory Committee. The Library Advisory 

Committee is composed of: 

Convener: 1 senior faculty member  

Member: 11 faculty members (One from each department) including 

Librarian. 

Initiatives: The meeting of the committee has been done under the 

president ship of Principal with the collaboration of committee 

convener.  

The major and significant initiatives have been taken and implemented 

by the committee are: 

• Working to make the library user-friendly.  

• Installation of library automation software (Alice for windows).  

Besides this the major responsibilities of this committee are: 

• To give the requirement of book and equipments 

• To check the entries of Accession Register 

• Verification of bills for payment 

• Rules and regulations of penalty for the library users in case of damage 

of books, missing of books and overdue on books; 

• To advise on weeding out of books, out of circulated books 

• To assist in stock verification 

• To take decisions on the major tasks of library i.e. issues related to 

funds, new techniques rules and regulations of the library 

• To take decisions on the new facilities for users e.g. sitting/reading room 

facilities, overnight issue of reserved books,old student’s membership 

etc.  

4.2.2   

• Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.) – 635 Sq.mtrs. 

• Total seating capacity – 30 students and 8 staff  

• Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination days, 

during examination days, during vacation) –  

Library access is open for all on every normal working days 

(barring National holidays and other college vacation), before and 
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during examination days and summer vacation for 7 hours (9.00 – 4.00). 

• Layout of the library. 22-seated reading space for students and 8-seated 

reading space for teachers.  

BSNL Broadband internet connection with on-line power backup 

facility for faculty.  

4.2.3 Library books are purchased either from book fair or publishers’ house 

or local suppliers by HODs in consultation with the librarian and 

departmental faculty members. Following purchases were made during 

the last four years:  

 
Library  Year 2011-2012 2012 -2013 2013- 2014 2014-15 

Holding  Number Total 

cost 

Number  Total 

cost  

Number Total 

cost  

Numb

er 

Total cost  

Text books 829 203850 102 26358 611 195775 51 11280.25 

Reference 

Books 

27 26910 Nil Nil 19 17840 Nil Nil 

Journals/ 

Periodicals 

50Issuea 

& News 

paper  

25122 80Issue 

&News 

paper 

15522 82 Issue 

& News 

paper 

19414 58 

Issue 

& 

news 

paper 

127370.80 

E- 

Resources 

NIL  NIL  NIL  NIL  

Any other 

(Specify) 

NIL   NIL  NIL  NIL  

4.2.4  

• OPAC – Available but individual section for OPAC is not maintained. It 

is done via library personnel on reference inquiry.  

• Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals – NIL  

• Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple databases – NIL 

• Library Website – NIL 

• In-house/remote access to e-publications – NIL  

• Library automation – Running  

•  Total number of computers for public access – NIL 

• Total numbers of printers for public access – NIL 

• Internet band width/ speed – 512 kbps 

• Institutional Repository – NIL 

• Content management system for e-learning – NIL  

• Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia (like Inflibnet) – 

NIL  

4.2.5  

• Average number of walk-ins - 112 Per day  

• Average number of books issued/returned - 173 Books   

• Average number of books added during last three years - 783 

• Average  number of login to OPAC-This facilityis not available  

• Average number of login to e-resources - None 

• Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed - None  

• Number of information literacy trainings organized- None 
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• Details of “weeding out” (books damaged beyond repair) of books 

and other materials - 573 books  

4.2.6  

• Manuscripts - NIL 

• Reference - Yes  

• Reprography – No  

• ILL (Inter Library Loan Service) – No  

• Information deployment and notification (Information Deployment 

and Notification) - Yes  

• Download - No  

• Printing - No  

• Reading list/ Bibliography compilation – Yes, sheaf catalogue.  

• In-house/remote access to e-resources - NIL 

• User Orientation and awareness – organise in the starting of each 

session     

• Assistance in searching Databases - Available  

• INFLIBNET/IUC facilities - NIL 

4.2.7  

• Library access is open for all on every normal working days (barring 

National holidays and other college vacation), before and during 

examination days and summer vacation for 6 hours (9.00 – 4.00).  

• The library provides the ‘open-access’ system to the staff. Books are 

racked according to subjects. Books are kept in the glass door 

almirah in the reading room.  

• Library cards with Barcode labels are issued to the students and 

staff. Library clearance is checked out by the college administration 

before issuing admit card of final examination to the students and 

also to teaching and non-teaching staff before giving release orders 

from the college.  

• The library is automated in reference cataloguing, data feeding, 

circulation, serial control and opac. There are four computers with 

on-line backup in the library among which three are used by students 

and staff on LAN environment and one system is use for office 

purpose.  

• BSNL Wi-Fi internet connection is available for faculty during 

college hours.  

4.2.8 Though there are no visually challenged persons among students as well 

as teaching and non-teaching staff in the college. The library staffs assist 

the physically challenged persons as require.  

4.2.9 The library takes regular feedback verbally from its users. The issue is 

discussed in Library Advisory Committee meetings and strategies for 

improvement are taken under consideration. 

4.3 I.T. Infrastructure 

4.3.1  

• Number of computers with configuration 

Location Specification No. Total 
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Computer Lab 

Dual Core 10 

28 
Celeron CPU 430 @ 1-80 ahz 4 

P-4 @ 2.80 Ghz 10 

AMD Athlon 11x2250@3.01Ghz 4 

• Computer -student ratio- 1:22 

• Stand alone facility - Yes 

• LAN facility - Yes 

• Licensed software - Yes 

• Any other - Projection, speaker   

4.3.2 In every department there are computers with internet connection. There 

are computers in office, principal room and library. There is one 

computer lab with internet connection, projector and speaker. There is 

one seminar hall with state of art facility of ICT for students which are 

commonly used by all the departments. In few departments there are 

class rooms with ICT facilities like projector, speaker.  

4.3.3 The institutional plans and strategies are : 

• To upgrade the ICT facility as per the academic requirement of the 

syllabus or students.  

• Purchase of the equipments is made as and when the demand is made by 

the respective departments or according to the requirements. 

• One employee has been appointed for the up keep and maintenance of 

the IT infrastructure and facilities.  

4.3.4 There is no specific annual budget for the college. During the last four 

years procurement has been done from UGC grant and funds available 

in the college and maintenance of the computers and their accessories is 

done by funds available in the college. The amount spent on 

procurement up gradation, deployment and maintenance of the 

computers and their accessories during the last four years is as follows : 

Procurement, up gradation, 

deployment and 

maintenance of computers 

(in Rs.) 

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

69700.00 146866.00 298517.00 124386.00 

4.3.5 All the departments are equipped with computer and internet. Teachers 

take help of ICT in preparing their lectures and teaching and learning 

material. Some departments have projectors, speakers and laptop which 

assist them in extensive use of ICT. There is seminar hall with projector, 

speaker and net connection. Teachers of some department take lectures 

through PPT and video conferencing. There is well maintained 

computer lab where students can use internet and learn computers. They 

also use it to make assignments of their subjects. 

4.3.6 The facilities mentioned in 4.3.5 helps and promotes ICT enabled 

teaching and learning in the campus. 

• Students are motivated to use computers.  

• Some departments ask their PG students to submit their assignments 

through PPT. 

• Faculties take lectures through PPT and video conferencing. 
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• There is TATA sky connection in college, where faculties and students 

are motivated to watch educative channels like CNN, Loksabha, Rajya 

Sabha etc. 

4.3.7 The institute does not avail National knowledge Network Connectivity. 

4.4  Maintenance of Campus facilities  

4.4.1 The institution has done proper arrangements for the maintenance and 

upkeep of the college infrastructure. The management ensures that 

sufficient funds are available for maintenance of infrastructure. The 

details of the amount spent on the maintenance of infrastructure of the 

last four years are as under: 

Year Facilities Maintained/Augmented Amount (in Rs.) 

 

 

 

2011-12 

Building 1394973 

Furniture 250675 

Equipment UPS, Battery, LCD, 

Camera 

315863 

Computer 23190 

Laboratory Equipment 1816 

Library Books 238203 

Electrical Fitting 74185 

Total 2298905 

 

 

 

2012-13 

Building 1930507 

Furniture 695089 

Equipment-UPS, Battery, LCD, 

Camera 

74154 

Computer 95790 

Library Books 63033 

Electrical Fitting 15210 

Total 2873783 

 

 

 

2013-14 

Building 628436 

Furniture 120967 

Equipment UPS, Battery, LCD, 

Camera 

285728 

Computer 117959 

Library Books 242538 

Electrical Fitting 105870 

Total 1501498 

 

 

 

2014-15 

Building 1021971 

Furniture 40656 

Equipment UPS, Battery, LCD, 

Camera 

81494 

Library Books 69427 

Electrical Fitting 46693 

 Total 1260241 

4.4.2 Mother body (Kanohar Lal Trust Society) takes care of maintenance, 

upkeep. An employee has been appointed to take care of these issues. 

4.4.3 The maintenance of laboratory equipments is done by the respective 

departments from college funds and purchase of the equipments is done 
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by the fund received from the UGC. A full time employee has been 

appointed for the maintenance of computers and other electronic 

equipments. Maintenance is done from the college fund. 

4.4.4 

• The maintenance and up keep of labs is done by their respective lab in 

charges. 

• Each computer is connected with UPS to protect from voltage 

fluctuations.  

• Generator and inverter have been installed in the college for 

uninterrupted power supply. 

• The College has fire distinguishers for the safety. 

• The College has multi tapped filtered drinking water facility. 

• Maintenance and repair of electrical installations is done by the part 

time electrician. 
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Criterion V 

Student Support and Progression  
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5.1  Student Mentoring and Support  

5.1.1 Yes, the college publishes its prospectus every yearInformation 

provided to students through prospectus are: 

• A brief history of the college. 

• Vision/mission of the college. 

• List of trustees of college 

• Details of management committee of college. 

• List of faculties details of various departments. 

• Details of administrative staff. 

• Courses provided by college. 

• Admission procedure and guidelines. 

• Fee structure. 

• Rules and regulations of the college. 

• Facilities provided in the campus. 

• Admission form. 

• Details of various committees of college. 

5.1.2 There is no provision for institutional scholarship. 

5.1.3 Number of students receiving financial assistance from the 

Government: 

No. of Students 

Session Admission GEN OBC SC MIN 

2011-12 2356 120 242 357 17 

2012-13 2141 108 273 326 39 

2013-14 2016 168 442 324 91 

2014-15 1822 187 398 335 104 

5.1.4 Specific support services/facilities available for are as under: 

Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections: 

• Scholarship is provided by the government. 

• Seats are reserved for students belonging to SC/ST or OBC category. 

• Relaxation in merit by the university. 

Physical disabilities:They are given relaxation in admission according to 

government policy. 

 Overseas Students: NA 

 Competitions : NIL 

Medical assistance to students 

• Medical room is available. 

• Part time visiting doctor in the campus. 

• Health camp is organized. 

• Lectures on general female health problem are conducted for the 

students. 

Coaching Class : NIL 

Skills development: 
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• Lectures on personality development. 

• Free computers classes. 

Support for Slow - Learners:Remedial classes are arranged for slow learners  

Exposure to other institutions of higher learning/corporate/business houses 

etc: NIL 

 Publication of Student magazine: NIL 

5.1.5 The syllabus of Home Science and Commerce includes a paper based on 

entrepreneurship. Studying this paper enable the students to understand 

the skills of entrepreneur and help them to develop these skills. 

5.1.6 Students are encouraged to participate in different activities. 

Throughout the year college have different programmes and activities. 

• Quiz, debate, discussions etc are organized at department level. 

• College celebrates annual sports day. 

• Cultural event is organized annually. 

5.1.7 There is no structured mechanism for students for guidance and support 

for competitive exam. College does not have a database for the  

mentioned information. 

5.1.8 Academic counseling is provided to the students regarding their choice 

of subjects at the time of admission by the members of the admission 

committee. 

Personal, Psycho-social counseling is provided to the students 

informally by their respective teachers. If required faculties also take 

help of psychology department in counseling. 

5.1.9 College does not have a structured mechanism for career and placement. 

5.1.10 Yes, college has student grievance redressal cell. There have been 

generally minor problems no major issue has arised. 

5.1.11 NA, as it is all girls college. 

5.1.12 No, instances of ragging have been reported. 

5.1.13 NIL 

5.1.14 Institute does not have a registered Alumni. 

However we have alumni function every year in which ex-student of 

college are invited. 

5.2 Student Progression 

5.2.1 The College provides under graduate and post graduate programmes. 

The college does not have a tracking system to record the progress to 

higher education or employment profile of all its students. 

5.2.2 Results of session 2014-15 has been declared by the university but 

marksheets have not been given, hence it is not possible for the college 

to do the result analysis. Details of the result to last years: (Refer to 

enclosure -04) 

It is not possible to compare the result of the college with the other 
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colleges of the affiliating university as university also does not disclose 

the result of other colleges and there is no mechanism to know about the 

result of other colleges. 

5.2.3 College does not have a formal mechanism to facilitate student 

progression to higher education or toward employment. 

5.2.4 Dropout students are almost negligible. Weak students or students at 

risk of failure are provided extra support from their respective teachers. 

If the need arises remedial classes are taken for them or they can 

approach their teacher with their problems anytime. 

5.3 Student Participation and Activities:  

5.3.1 The college organizes annual sports day, cultural and other 

extracurricular activities for the students in the college. The different 

committees of the college motivate and guide the students for 

participating in these activities organized by our institution and other 

institutions. 

The facilities available for these activities are: 

Sports and Games: 

• College ground 

• Indoor games facility like carom, chess etc. 

• Games & sports committee encourages students for participation in 

various intra-collegiate and inter-collegiate sports competitions. 

 Cultural  

• College has a big ground and a hall for organizing large gathering 

programme. 

• Musical instruments like sitar, table and harmonium are available. 

• Teacher of music department are proficient in cultural activities. 

• Teacher of music department prepare students for participating in 

different competitions.  

• There is cultural committee who prepare the students for participation in 

various cultural programmes. 

 Extracurricular Activities 

The college has NSS unit and ranger rovers, which organize many 

activities in college. Some of the activities are: 

• Independence day celebration 

• Republic day celebration 

• In memory of our founder two day educational event "Saarthak" is 

organized annually. 

• Fresher's Party 

• Annual cultural program 

• Plantation 

• Students welfare program  

• Poster competition 

• Notice board competition 

5.3.2 Achievements by students: 
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S. 

No. 

Event Level Student Result 

1. Poster 

Competition 

City Ms. Lavanya Winner 

2. Poster 

Competition 

City Ms. Ipsa, Ms. 

Varsha, Ms. 

Sangeeta 

Winner 

3. Painting 

Exhibition and 

Competition 

Intercollegiate Ms. Anchal, 

Ms. Anuradha, 

Ms. Deepa, 

Ms. Anita, Ms. 

Sareeta 

Consolation 

Prize 

4. Poster 

Competition 

University Ms. Deepa & 

Ms. Ispa 

Participation 

5. Poster 

Competition 

City Participation of 

28 students 

Three 

students got 

the prize 

6. Rangoli Intercollegiate Ms. Ispa, Ms. 

Prerna, Ms. 

Pinki, Ms. 

Consolation 

7. Poster 

Competition 

Intercollegiate Seven students 

participated 

Two students 

won the 

prize 

8. Talk on 

Contemporary 

Society 

Intercollegiate Four students 

participated  

Participation 

9. Talk-'Hamara 

MP kaisa Ho' 

 City Seven students 

Participated 

Participation 

10. Poster 

Competition 

Intercollegiate Six students 

participated 

Winner  

11. Mural 

Competition 

City Fourteen 

students 

participated 

All were 

honored  

12. Poster 

Competition 

Intercollegiate Ms. Shailee 

Bharti 

Winner 

13. Poster 

Competition 

Intercollegiate Six posters 

were selected  

All students 

got 

certificate  

14. Mural 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

All MA 

students 

Winner 

15. Rangoli Inter 

collegiate 

Ms. Shweta, 

Ms. Komal 

winner 

16. Mehndi 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Ms. Anshu 

Garg 

Winner 

17. Play 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Ms. Pooja rani, 

Ms. Nisha 

Yadav 

Winner 

18. Debate 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate  

Ms. Akansha, 

Ms. Swati 

Winner  
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Palwal 

19. Essay 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Ms. Kajal Winner 

20. Essay 

Competition 

International Ms. Himmi, 

Ms. Priyanka 

Participation 

21. Essay 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Two students 

Participated 

Participation 

22. Essay 

Competition 

City Five student 

participated 

Winner 

23. Singing 

Competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Fifteen 

students  

participated 

Winner 

24. Patriotic group 

song 

competition 

Inter 

collegiate 

Eight students  

participated 

Winner 

25. Youth festival Inter 

collegiate 

Eight students 

participated 

Participation 

26. Seminar  National Fifteen 

students 

participated 

Two students 

won prize 

27. Seminar  National Thirty five 

students 

participated 

Participation 

28. Youth festival Inter 

collegiate 

Five students 

participated 

Participation 

5.3.3 Formal feedback is taken from the students in the format provided by 

NAAC and informal feedback is taken by teachers and HOD in classes. 

Feedback is given by employees in informal manner. The feedback 

received is analyzed and used by the respective departments and 

committees under the headship of the principal. Feedback from parents 

and visitors is taken in 'Saarthak' in visitor's book.  

5.3.4 Respective department encourage their students at department level. To 

motivate students notice board competition is held in which students 

decorate and share information on their notice boards. Students make 

charts, models for annual educational event 'Saarthak'. 

5.3.5 No student representative is chosen as per Choudhary Charan 

SinghUniversity rules. 

5.3.6 The institution has following student organizations- 

• Student Welfare Association: They are responsible for organizing 

various academic and cultural activities. 

• Subject Association: All departments have active students participation 

in their subject association.  

5.3.7 The present faculties of the college maintain good relations with the 

formal faculties of the college. Formal faculties are invited in the 

functions of the college. For alumni, alumni association organizes an 

alumni day once a year and invites ex-students of college. 
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Criterion VI 

Governance, Leadership and 

Management 
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6.1.1  Mission: Education to equip our Students for playing a meaningful role 

at home, workplace and in society with emphasis on their employability. 

 The above statement reflects clearly and specifically the aim of 

developing the students. The institution pioneers the cause of providing 

higher education to girls at doorsteps in this back ward area of the city 

and its rural surroundings. As a successful and vibrant organization it 

has developed the core values of integrity, honesty, morality and right 

consciousnessesThe motto of the institution 'Appa Deepo Bhav' (Be 

your own Light) reflects the traditional and cultural values. 

6.1.2 The implementation of Quality Policy and plan is done by Management 

Committee, principal and staff through management committee 

meetings and IQAC meetings. 

6.1.3 

• The top management makes policies. Management committee which 

comprises of principal, faculty representative staff representative meets 

at regular intervals of implement the policies, make action plans and 

review them from time to time. 

• Management committee and IQAC makes action plan for academic and 

administrative matters. Which are the bases of the strategic plans.  

• Principal is involved in personal interaction with different stakeholders 

of the college. 

• Feedback from various stakeholders are given due consideration at the 

time of policy formulation and planning. 

• The principal, HOD and other faculty members work as a team to 

develop a culture of excellence. New ideas are encouraged and always 

welcomed. Faculties and students are motivated to given their best. 

• The leadership of the college is always open to new and positive 

changes. It believes in updating itself according to the current academic 

and society changes. It is reflected through ICT enabled departments, 

classroom, library, facilities for e-learning, making campus 

environmental friendly etc. 

6.1.4 The regular meeting of management committee IQAC and staff 

meetings evaluates policies and plans of the institution. 

6.1.5  Academic leadership is provided by top management through regular 

management committee and IQAC meetings. Faculty development 

program are organized for the staff and problems related to discipline, 

administrations and academic are discussed.  

6.1.6 College has various committees like, Time Table committee, Exam 

committee, Medical committee, IQAC cell, Teachers welfare 

committee, Grievance cell etc. All there committees are comprised of 

faculty members. Heading the committee and being part of it help them 

to groom their leadership skills. Every faculty is given freedom to 

introduce innovative and new ideas in teaching and learning process. 

HOD's are given freedom to conduct curricular, co- curricular and 

extra-curricular activities in the respective department. 

 Students are also encouraged at various levels like student council, class 
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representative etc. Organization of two day educational event 

"Saarthank" annually helps the students to develop leadership skills.  

6.1.7 

• Administration of the college is de-centralized by department in charge.  

• HOD's are responsible for day to day running of the other department.  

• College administration is also de-centralized. Each member of the office 

is assigned a specific section like account, exam, purchase, scholarship 

etc.  

• To run college smoothly different committees are made which take care 

of their respective charges. 

6.1.8 Yes, college promotes participative management. 

• Management committee comprises of chairman, trust members, 

principal, teacher representative and staff representative. 

• IQAC comprises of chairman, principal, external members and faculty 

members of different departments.  

• Management also engages in informal meetings with students and 

faculty members from time to time. 

6.2  Strategy development and deployment: 

6.2.1 The institute has not made a formal quality policy. The quality policy of 

the institute is reflected in the mission of the college. To maintain the 

quality policy, the management in co-ordination with principal and 

faculties suggest and plan out different activities for the students. Two 

day educational event, 'Saarthak' is organized keeping this goal in mind. 

It is reviewed by the student's success in academic field and its 

competency to align itself with the changes made in the external 

environment.  

6.2.2 Institute does not have any such plan. 

6.2.3 The Principal is the leader and head of the institution: 

• She is the Administrative and Academic head.  

• She is a bridge between the Management and staff.  

• She is responsible for the internal management, discipline, admission, 

appointments, regulation of funds, library regulation. 

• She is the ex-office head of all committees in the college.  

 (Refer to enclosure - 06) 

6.2.4 Teaching and learning: 

• Emphasis is given on regularity of students. 

• Preparation of subject files. 

• Faculties and students are encouraged to use ICT in teaching and 

learning.  

• Availability of well stocked library.  

• Easily accessible internet and free computer facilities for faculties and 

students. 

• If required remedial and extra classes are taken.  

• Timely completion of syllabus. 
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• Student centric teaching. 

 Research and Development:     NA 

 Community engagement: 

• NSS unit of the college organizes a 7 day camp and various programs on 

issues like environment, literacy, voting, health, etc.  

• NSS also organizes rallies on Aids awareness and other issues. 

• It is also involved in tree plantation. 

 Human Resource Management: 

• No post is left vacant (teaching and non-teaching) for smooth 

functioning of the college. 

• Faculties are recruited on merit and according to government norms. 

• Faculty Development Program is organized. 

• At the beginning of session orientation program is conducted for 

faculty.  

• Opportunity for free computer classes is provided to teaching and 

non-teaching staff.  

• Teaching and non-teaching staff have their own groups, "Sankalp" and 

"Samta" respectively. 

• We have staff grievance redressal cell, though which they can voice 

their grievance. 

• Our college has open door policy, any staff member can approach the 

principal with his/her grievances at any time. 

 Industry Interaction: 

Members of management committee and IQAC are industrialists and 

they provide required interaction. 

6.2.5  The information received by the principal is communicated to the 

management in committee meetings and if the principal wants to share 

any information she can meet with the management and communicate 

the information. Other stakeholder are informed through website, 

prospectus, notice board and communicated orally through the faculties. 

6.2.6 

• Management encourages participative management and makes efforts to 

involve different stakeholders in institutional processes.  

• Different committees like admission committees, exam committee, time 

table committee, cultural committee, staff grievances redressal cell etc 

play a vital role in administration of the college. 

• HOD's are in regular contact with principal and their faculties. 

• Non-teaching staffs are involved in different administrative processes. 

• Principal if required take meeting with faculties and staff for discussing 

the issues.   

• Management also keeps in touch with the staff through IQAC and 

committee meetings. 

6.2.7 Resolutions and their status made in the beginning of the session: 

S. No. Resolution Status 
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1. Beautification of the college campus Under Process 

2. Implementation of ISO  Process of ISO is complete. 

College has taken decision 

not to apply for ISO 

certification. 

3. Students of UG and PG classes should 

be made aware about the circular of the 

university related to attendance. 

Implemented 

4. Initiative should be taken to start the 

short term certificate courses. 

Implemented  

5. Actual attendance would be given in the Implemented  

6. University from the next session.  

7. Information about University's rules 

and regulations, college rules and 

regulation, attendance, G.O. and 

syllabus would be given to the students 

in their Induction programme.  

Implemented 

8. To conduct UGC approved seminars 

and workshops in the college. 

Have applied in UGC 

9. Guest lecturer should be organized by 

Trainer or Games In charge. 

Will be done in the next 

session. 

6.2.8 No, such provision is made by the affiliating university. 

6.2.9 There are 'Staff grievance Redressal Cell' and "Student grievance 

Redressal Cell' in which any member of staff or student can voice their 

grievances. The co- ordinaters of the committee ensures that grievance 

is solved promptly and effectively. 

6.2.10  There has been no court case by or against the institution. 

6.2.11  The student feedback is collected in the questionnaire format provided 

by NAAC. The information gathered is used to improve institutional 

performance.  

6.3  Faculty empowerment Strategies: 

6.3.1 Teaching Staff : 

 Faculty members are encouraged to attend skill development programs. 

They are motivated to pursue higher studies and update their 

knowledge. Faculty development program is also organized for them. 

They are encouraged touse ICT and all facilities to learn are provided by 

well stocked library and well maintained lab. Participation in 

educational event 'Saarthak' also helps in their professional 

development. 

 Non-teaching Staff : 

 Non-teaching staff is provided opportunity to learn computers.  

6.3.2  

• Before the beginning of new session, orientation program is conducted 

for faculties. 

• FDP are organized to motivate them and help them to fulfill their 

responsibilities as a teacher in an efficient way. 
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• Faculties are given different responsibilities and they are member of 

different committee which helps them to develop leadership and 

administrative qualities in them. 

6.3.3  Bother formal and informal methods are used to evaluate the staff. 

For self finance faculties : 

• Al the end of the session an appraisal form is filled by the faculty which 

is forwarded by the HOD with the remark to the principal. 

• Feedback is taken from students by asking them informally and by 

filling up the questionnaire. 

 Permanent faculty :It is done according to the government policy. 

6.3.4 Permanent Staff :Promotion and new grade pay are done as per the 

guidelines of the government. 

Self-finance Staff : Formally appraisal form forwarded by the HOD is 

considered and informal information received through different 

stakeholders is also taken into consideration. Based on theses 

information and feedback appropriate actions are taken.  

6.3.5 Permanent staff avails the facilities provided by the government like 

casual leave, duty leave, medical leave, child care leave, earn leave and 

GPF. Self-finance staff gets casual leave once a month. 

6.3.6  NA 

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization 

6.4.1  Financial resources are managed in efficient manner. 

• Fully computerized accounting system. 

• Financial accounts are audited annually. 

• Income, expenditure, receipt, payment, balance sheet all accounts are 

maintained.  

• Only authorized person can sanction the finances and operate the bank 

accounts. 

• Accounts are checked by the secretary of the college. 

• Stock registers are duly maintained. 

6.4.2 Internal & external audit is done regularly. (Refer to enclosure - 07) 

6.4.3 Major source of funding is fees and additional charges from the 

students. UGC also provides grant for equipments. For income and 

expenditure statement (Refer to enclosure-08). 

6.4.4 Institute has got additional funding from UGC to purchase 

equipments(Refer to enclosure-09) 

6.5  Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)  

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)  

(a) Yes, established in 21/02/2011  

 The main policy of IQAC is  

• Increase use of ICT inteaching and learning. 
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• To develop student centric culture in college. 

• To develop and maintain quality in academic and administrative 

fields. 

• To maintain transparency in functioning of college.  

• To prepare AQAR for NAAC. 

 (b) All of the decisions of IQAC have been approved as 

management is the part of IQAC. Almost all the decisions are 

implemented and those left, will be implemented soon.  

 (c)  Yes, they attend the IQAC meetings regularly and provided 

valuable suggestions for the overall functioning of IOAC. 

 (d) The presence of members from different constituents of the 

college in IQAC like chairman, principal and faculties of 

different departments fulfills the purpose.  

6.5.2 Yes, the institute has as integrated framework for Quality assurance. 

Quality is maintained through IQAC. IQAC meets regularly during the 

session. In these meeting academic and administrative issues are 

discussed and decisions are taken according to the Quality Parameters of 

the IQAC. 

6.5.3 College does not provide any formal training to its staff. 

6.5.4 There is no provision for academic audit by the university. 

6.5.5 College aligns its internal quality assurance mechanism with the 

external agencies like NAAC, affiliated university, UGC and State 

government. 

6.5.6 To continuously review the teaching learning process following step are 

taken: 

• Preparation of academic calendar. 

• Preparation of subject files. 

• Division of syllabus according to number of teaching days. 

• Distribution of time-table to students as the time of admission. 

• Regular classes and emphasis on regularity of students. 

• Feedback from the students. 

• Regular review of library by the concerned subject teachers. 

• Students can bring problems directly to the HOD or Principal. 

6.5.7 The college communicates its quality assurance policies mechanism and 

outcome: 

• To Students through notice board, circulars website and orally by the 

HOD or concerned faculty. 

• Teaching/Non-teaching staff through notice, circulars, meeting with 

principal. 

• Parents, local people through 'Saarthak', college website and letter. 
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Criteria VII 

Innovations and Best Practices 
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7.1  Environment Consciousnesses 

7.1.1  Institute does not conduct Green Audit. 

7.1.2 Energy conservation: Class rooms and offices are well ventilated with 

glass window to maximize the use of natural light. It also helps in 

conversation of electricity. Lights, fans and computers are switched off 

when not in use which helps in minimum utilization of electricity. 

Computers purchased are LCD monitors to reduce the usage of 

electricity and conserve electricity. 

  Use of renewable energy: NIL 

  Water harvesting: There is no water body in campus. 

  Check dam construction: There is no checking of dam construction. 

  Efforts for Carbon neutrality: Location of college is far from industrial 

area. 

  Plantation: There are number of trees in the college. Tree plantation in 

the campus is done regularly by NSS and by management. 

  Hazardous waste management: There is no hazardous waste in our 

college. Though dustbins are kept throughout the college for deposition 

of waste. Waste is regularly collected and disposed of manually. 

7.2  Innovations 

7.2.1 'Sankalp' and 'Samta' groups are made for the teaching and non-teaching 

staff respectively. It has helped in creating feeling of co-operation and 

togetherness among the staff.  

7.3.1 Best Practices 

The two best practices which have both added to the academic and 

personal development of the students are : 

• Saarthak  

• Making ICT Accessible To Most Of The Students 

Best Practice-I 

Title of the Practice 

Saarthak  

Goal 

 Saarthak, is an annual two day educational Exhibition organized once in 

session. “Education to equip our students for playing a meaningful role 

at home, workplace and in society with the emphasis on their 

employability”, has been the mission of Kanohar Lal Trust Society and 

its institutions. This exhibition is an attempt to exhibit and further this 

cause by bringing all its stakeholders- students, teachers, parents, 

society, at one platform with the objective of: 

• Taking education beyond the confines of academic curriculum, 

rote-learning and examination system to a platform where student’s 

creativity and curiosity can be nurtured. 
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• Giving students an opportunity to question, explore and find answers to 

their queries, making education more interesting, career opportunities 

more clear and life more meaningful. 

• Counseling students about ‘selection of subjects’ and ‘job/ higher 

education opportunities.’ 

The Context 

Before Saarthak, the education system in the institution was good as in 

scheduled lectures, quizzes, debates etc. were organized for the students 

time to time, but it was not enough to enhance their knowledge and self 

confidence. And, one more thing that was lacking, student’s active 

participation in the organizing process of the activities. To ensure the 

involvement of the students and to help them learn through activities it 

was decided to have an educational event.After deciding on the event, 

the foremost question was what to do? And, how to involve more and 

more students in the practice?  

We wanted to organize an event through which students can: 

• Learn new and/or difficult topics in a simpler method 

• Transform themselves in a more conversant, self-dependable & socially 

responsible individual 

• Get an opportunity to explore the answers of their queries themselves 

• Get the proper counseling related to subjects for higher education & 

career opportunities more clearly  

• Form a teacher-student-parent bond for the overall development of the 

students through bringing all of them at one platform etc. 

• To make the students aware about their subject& the real life use of their 

theoretical or practical subject. 

The Practice 

Saarthak is a unique event organized “to the students, for the students 

and by the students”. 

It is driven by students of all the institutions under the Kanohar Lal trust 

society on the ground of KLPG College. All the 11 departments along 

with Rangers and sports committee organize their stalls.  

The whole process undergoes the following stages: 

• Conceptualization of the themes 

Students conceptualize and finalize the theme of the stall with mutual 

consent of their teachers and mentors, deciding on which paper/topic 

they will be going to present. 

• Selection And Research of the topic 

The students start searching the material thoroughly on the websites, 

books, newspapers, magazines. Each department organizes and 

represents their themes and topics at the stalls separately.  
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• Mode of Presentation 

Every year departments choose different themes/topics/papers and 

decide a name for their stalls. They display their topics through 

attractive charts, posters, models, banners and PPT. To create more 

interest and improve knowledge with awareness among the 

visitors/students they plan various quizzes, games, puzzles and 

activities related to the themes/social & political events too. 

• Allotment of duties(At college & departmental level) 

Every year, department heads declare a teacher coordinator and a 

student co-coordinator for the event. These people are the responsible 

for the organization of the event. We try to engage as many students as 

we can as per their interest & aptitude for example-making 

posters/searching research material/organizing the event/propaganda 

and publicity/making ppt/public dealing or describing the charts on the 

stall/discipline/first aid etc. 

• Pre event Publicity And Invitation process for the event 

The pre event publicity of this event begins around 3-4 weeks before the 

event. All the departments display their publicity posters on the pre 

decided places in the college and departmental display boards. It covers 

the main themes of the stalls. The invitation process is also quite 

transparent. The college coordinator of the Saarthak prepares the 

invitation with a flyer (contains the brief description of the stalls & 

previous year glimpse) for the guests (Parent and/or other Guests) at 

three levels i.e. invitation by the college/trust to the eminent 

academicians/bureaucrats/formal principals/trustees/HODs/Media 

professional etc. All the departments also invite the eminent 

teachers/social workers and eminent alumni of the department who can 

be beneficial for the students. And any student (participating or not 

participating) can also invite their parent/guardian for the event. 

• Method of encouragement & Motivation  

To encourage the students for their active participation in the successful 

organization of the event KL trust society honour the students with the 

certificate duly signed by the institution head, Saarthak coordinator and 

the departmental coordinator. 

• Appraisal of Saarthak 

After Saarthak, a meeting is called by the principal/President of the trust 

for the appraisal (department wise positive and negative points with 

suggestions for next year) of the event. 

Evidence of Success 

 It’s been six year that we are organizing Saarthak & every year we are 

displaying new topics in each and every subject. We have got very 

positive feedback from our students like in an informal meeting with the 

students of almost all the department reported that participation in 

Saarthak has produced many changes in their lives, for example: 
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• Increased knowledge of practical& difficult subjects 

• Helped in developing their communication skills 

• Learnt various methods of presentation of a single topic & simplify it 

• Increased the habit of working in teams and sharing knowledge 

• Produced positive changes in behaviour (i.e. Leadership, discipline, 

overcoming hesitation, self confidence, multi tasking, group discussion, 

time management, teaching skills, patience etc.) 

Problems Encountered and resources required 

The whole process of this event called ‘Saarthak’ since last six years has 

been an inspiring and educative experience for all of us. There have 

been no major problems in organizing the event. However in the 

beginning it was little difficult to engage maximum students in the 

event. But we took it as a challenge and now are many students directly 

or indirectly participate in the event. As far as resources are concerned, 

it has never been a problem for any department; because they have been 

provided with the sufficient resources. 

Other Notes (Optional) 

In initial years we were quite doubtful in terms of its success and 

students participation in the event, because the whole process was 

depended on the mutual participation of faculties and students. But as 

the years passes faculties and students got to experience the positive 

changes in their personality & knowledge. And teachers and students 

are becoming clearer about what they want to display & how they will 

do it. So, on and on this practice has fulfilled its objective thoroughly by 

implementing changes in students and teachers knowledge as well and 

making the students equipped for playing a meaningful role at home, 

workplace and in society. 

 

Best Practice-II 

Title of the Practice 

Making ICT Accessible To Most of the Students 

Goal 

Today with the ongoing development of the society, modes of education 

are also changing. With the emergence of computer and internet, mobile 

phones, e-newspapers etc. collecting information has become quite 

easier. To accomplish our mission of making our students able to play a 

meaningful role in every sphere of society, ICT (information 

communication technology) was considered as a very powerful 

medium. Thus, in lastyear's we have tried our best to provide our 

students a learning environment where they can learn at least the basics 

of ICT and use these modes in their academics and grow professionally. 

The Context 

In our institution most of the students belong to the rural background or 
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economically lower middle class. Most of the students do not have the 

proper or even basic knowledge of computer and/or internet. The 

syllabus of many subjects includes the computer and statistical 

calculations etc. It creates problems and students often feel inferior too. 

Thus, we decided to implement a plan of action for providing digital 

education to the students at departmental level, so that students can get 

the basic computer knowledge and use it in their assignments. 

The Practice 

We started using the ICT at the very beginning of the session. All the 

departments started using power point presentations in the college and 

subject induction programmes. Some departments started organizing 

special one/two or four week computer classes at the college computer 

lab, which aimed to teach basic knowledge of computer hardware and 

software with MS office and internet. All the assignment & seminars in 

the PG classes are conducted through OHP or PPT. Some departments 

have started sharing the important notices and study material with 

students online (through e-mail/Whatsapp etc.). Students go to 

computer lab and preparetheir presentation, resume, applications and 

thus they become familiar to this new environment. The Tata sky facility 

is also provided at the seminar room, where students watch live debates, 

parliament sessions, talk shows and improve their general knowledge 

too. In the 2014-15 session, MA psychology students appeared in an 

online examination of developmental psychology and also attended 

video lectures too. These kinds of practices are quite beneficial for those 

students who do not have these facilities at their home. In the current 

session we have taken a step ahead by making our students digitally 

literate and organized two day workshop under the national digital 

literacy mission. 

Evidence of Success 

In initial stage students experienced many problems like matching the 

timing of the class with their time table and lack of practice at home. But 

slowly when one period was scheduled in their time table, it became 

easier. As the students started using various ICT modes regularly, their 

assignments have become more and more impressive, enlightening and 

full of latest information. It is also reflected in their academic 

performance. 

Students now search their study material and prepare the 

presentations/quizzes etc. this practice is very useful in the even 

semesters (II & IV) and Graduation III year classes where the 

examination pattern is objective, they gather more information online 

rather than text books and prepare for examination. 

Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

Still lots of students do not approach the concerned teacher or cannot 

stay for a long time in the college or attend the class regularly or remains 

detriment. This programme is more beneficial for the PG students but 

graduation students are still away from reach because of its large 

number and limited seats in the lab. Sometimes students take it for 
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granted, which is also create problems. 

 

Post Accreditation Initiatives 

Kanohar Lal Postgraduate Girls College, Meerut has taken following 

post accreditation initiatives for the quality enhancement of education 

and infrastructure since last accreditation in 2010:  

Initiatives taken for the for quality enhancement in Physical 

Infrastructure 

• Computer with internet facility to all academic and administrative 

departments 

• Construction of Seminar room near Library equipped with LCD 

projector, internet along with sound system and Tata sky.  

• Intercom facility to all academic and administrative departments 

• Some departments equipped their classrooms with LCD projectors, 

laptops along with wireless internet devices  

• Sports committee equipped with volleyball Poll, Table tennis table, 

carom board, Cricket kit etc. 

• Pure Drinking Water supply in front of Library  

• Office record room 

• Plantation in all over the college campus 

• Time to time Renovation of academic departments 

• Construction of stress management &Yoga practice room 

• Rest room for fourth class employees  

Initiatives taken for the quality enhancement in teaching learning 

process 

• Curricular activities based weekly time table has been introduced for PG 

classes. 

• PG departments started conducting internal assignment through 

seminars via PPT. 

• Educational visits to industries and Parliament house are being 

organized for students. 

• Interdepartmental collaborations are being formed for guest lectures. 

• Personality development lectures for PG students has started in some 

departments. 

• Some of the departments has started organizing Special lectures for 

providing information and guidance on career opportunities in the field. 

• Some departments supervised PG students in participation & research 

paper presentations in National seminars, conferences and workshops. 

• Psychology department started practicing online exam, video lectures & 

Live Lectures through video conferencing to facilitate use of ICT in 

education and research. 

• Some Departments(Psychology, Hindi & English) started special 

classes for improving students’ Hindi and English language along with 

writing skills. 

• Most of the departments provide remedial classes for weaker students as 

per schedule. 
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• Faculty development programmes are also being organized to enhance 

their teaching skills and interpersonal relationships at workplace. 

• Some of the faculties are engaged in research and social work related 

activities which has created positive impact on the learning 

environment. 

• PG Students of Psychology has taken the initiative to aware the students 

about Gender sensitization (gender inequality, good & bad touch etc.), 

HIV/AIDS, Mental Health and other psychosocial issues. 

• College authority is in the process to start various job oriented short 

term courses in computers, accountancy, counseling etc.  

Initiatives taken for Student Support and Progression  

• College has been facilitating state government sponsored scholarships 

for UG & PG students. 

• Students are encouraged to participate in inter collegiate co curricular 

activities and university/state level sports competitions. 

• College has appointed a part time female doctor for the health check of 

the students, and various health related lectures, talks and camps are also 

organized by the medical committee. 

Initiatives taken for wellbeing of teaching and non teaching staff  

• ‘Samta Group’has been formed for the welfare of Class III & IV 

employees. 

• ‘Snakalp Group’has been formed for the welfare of all teaching 

faculties. 
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1)  Name of the Department: Psychology 

2)  Year of Establishment:UG : 1969; PG : 1997 

3)  Name of programmes/courses offered - UG (Aided), PG (Self finance) 

4)  Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved: 

NIL 

5)  Annual/Semester/choice based credit system [Program wise] - UG. 

Annual System, PG- Semester System 

6)  Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department NIL 

7)  Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institutions, etc NIL 

8) Details of courses/Programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons. NIL 

9)  Number of Teaching Posts- 

Teaching Post Sanctioned /  

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - - - 

Asst. Professors 01/06 NIL 06 

10) Faculty Profit with Name, Qualification, designation, Specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of 

Years of 

Experience 

No of 

Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last 

Four Year 

Smriti 

Yadav 

M.A.; M.Phil 

Psychology 

Lecturer & 

HOD 

Stress 

management  

07 years - 

Anupma 

Sharma 

M.A. 

Psychology 

Lecturer - 2½ years - 

Yashika 

Verma 

M.A.; M.Phil 

Psychology;

ADCP 

Lecturer Counseling 

Psychology 

02 years - 

Priyanka 

Sharma 

M.A. 

Psychology 

B.Ed; M.A. 

English 

Lecturer  02 years - 

Rakhi 

Sharma 

M.A.;  

M.Phil; 

Psychology; 

ADACP 

Lecturer Clinical 

Psychology  

01 year - 

Mrs. 

Seema 

Verma 

M.A. 

Psychology; 

B.Ed; 

Lab 

Assistant 

- 16 years  - 

 

11)  List of visiting faculty: 
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• Dr. Suneet Verma, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, 

Delhi University, Delhi 

• Dr. Sona Kaushal, Faculty, LLRM Medical College, Meerut 

• Dr. Anita Moral, Lecture, S.V. Degree College, Aligarh 

• Mrs. Anusha, J. Trivedi Lecturer Commerce dept., KLPG College, 

Meerut 

• Dr. Anshu Agarwal, Research Associate, CCS University, Meerut 

• Dr. Suneeta Shukla, Former HOD Dept. of Psychology KLPG College, 

Meerut 

• Mrs. Anusha Chitransh, Counsellor, KVS Ghaziabad 

• Mrs. Nivedita Bansal, Positive Psychologist & Social Worker, 

Portuguese 

12)  Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty: 

Programme Lectures delivered and practical classes 

handled by Self Finance Faculty 

B.A. 100% 

M.A. 100% 

13)  Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] 

Programme Theory Practical 

B.A. 48:01 48:01 

M.A. 08:01 08:01 

14)  Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled: 

Support Staff Sanctioned Filled 

Technical 01 

Lab Assistant 

01 

Administrative Administrative staff is common for whole college 

15)  Qualification of teaching faculty with Dsc.D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG- 

M.Phil-03, PG-02 

16)  Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) Funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17)  Department projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and 

total grants received - NIL 

18)  Research centre/Facility recognized by the university - NIL 

19)  Publications: 

 (a) Publication per faculty 

• Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students : 05 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Book edited - NIL 
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• Book with ISBN numbers with details of published - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact factor - NIL 

• H - Index - NIL 

20)  Area of consultancy and Income generated - Faculties are not engaged 

in consultancy  

21)  Faculty as members in 

a) National committees - NIL  

b) International committees - NIL 

c) Editorial boards - NIL 

22)  Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in house projects including inter 

departmental/programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other agencies - NIL 

23)  Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students - NIL 

24)  List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

Dr. Suneet Verma, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, 

Delhi University, Delhi 

25)  Seminars/conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding.  

a) National -NIL 

b) International - NIL 

26)  Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27)  Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students from 

other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

B.A. 100% NIL NIL 

M.A. 100% NIL NIL 

28)  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc.  :  NIL 

29)  Student progression (Against % enrolled) 

UG to PG 13% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

- 
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• Other than campus recruitment  

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

1660 (books, journals, 

competitive magazines, 

Ph.D Thesis, Dissertations)  

378 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer & one 

laptop (with touchpad) with internet facility 

& Tata Photon + Dongle and one printer for 

faculty as well as for the students for 

searching relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

 

 

At Department Level 

• 4 display boards  

• 1 Overhead Projector  

• 1 LCD Projector  

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - The department laboratory is well equipped with basic 

facilities for practical work. It has approx 345 different psychological 

equipments called apparatus and around 170 psychological tests. 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 

Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32)  Details of students enrichment programs [special 

lectures/workshop/seminar] with external experts 

 

Session Nature of enrichment 

Programmes 

Topic Resource 

Person/expect 
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2010-12 

Special Lecture  Dr. Bhavna Jaiswal 

Associate 

Professor IBS 

Hyderabad 

 

Two day workshop 

Indian 

Psychology 

Dr. Suneet Verma, 

Associate 

Professor, 

Department of 

Psychology, Delhi 

University, Delhi 

Special Lecture Physiological 

Psychology 

Dr. Sona Kaushal, 

Faculty, LLRM 

Medical College, 

Meerut 

 

2012-13 

Special lecture on 

Physiological 

Psychology 

Hemispheric 

Specialization 

Dr. Anita Moral, 

Lecture, S.V. 

Degree College, 

Aligarh 

Two day Special HR 

Class 

Basics of Human 

Resource 

Management 

Mrs. Anusha, J. 

Trivedi Lecturer 

Commerce dept., 

KLPG College, 

Meerut 

2013-14 Guest Lecture "Psychology in 

Bhagwat Gita 

Dr. Santosh 

Sharma, HOD, 

Sanskrit, KLPG 

College, Meerut 

 Guest Lecture Research 

Designs: Types, 

Implication & 

Relevance 

 

2014-15 Video Lecture Research 

Methods 

Dr. Suneeta 

Shukla, Former 

HOD Dept. of 

Psychology KLPG 

College, Meerut 

fgUnh Hkk"kk dk;Z'kkyk fgUnh ys[ku esa 
lq/kkj 

MkW- ehuw 'kekZ] izoDrk] 
ch-,M- foHkkx 

 One Week Workshop 

on R.T. 

Diagnostic 

&Clinical 

Assessment of 

R.T 

Mrs. Anusha 

Chitransh, 

Counsellor, KVS 

Ghaziabad 

 Interactional session 

with through goggle 

hangout 

Practical 

application of 

Positive & 

Industrial 

Psychology 

Mrs. Nivedita 

Bansal Positive 

Psychologist & 

Social Worker, 

Portuguese 

 

33)  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning 
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• Tutorials 

• Class assignment & Projects 

• Seminar 

• Quiz Competition 

• PPT with Audio 

• Outdoor visits 

• Video/movie screening 

• Video Conferencing (started 

from session 2014-15) 

• Online tests 

 

34)  Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity 

Session Institutional social responsibility 

[ISR] 

Extension activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011-12 

Department conducted a survey 

on the basic competency skills of 

students of T.D.K.L. Balika under 

the supervision of Dr. Suneeta 

Shukla, HOD Psychology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student participated in 

NSS & Rangers 

Department started psychological 

Counselling Cell to prepare 

students to make positive choices 

& to help them to achieve the self 

discipline, motivation & 

academic success, appointed Ms. 

Pallavi as the teacher Counsellor.  

 

2013 - 14 - Students participated 

in NSS & Rangers 

 

 

2014 -15 

 

 

- 

Students participated 

in NSS & Rangers 

Started Awareness 

Programme for 

students about "Child 

abuse and prevention 

of violence" under 

Gender Sensitization 

Movement for VI to 

M.A. students of 

TDKL & KLPG 

College, Meerut 

 

35)  SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

Strength 

• Positive learning environment in department & classroom 

•  Well-equipped department & lab with basic & advanced facilities 

available for faculties & students both. 

•  Strong bonding between teachers and students 

•  Efficient performers both teachers & students 

•  Department library 

Weakness 
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• Lack of permanent faculty. 

• Lack of specialized courses. 

• Lack of internship & short term courses. 

 

Opportunities 

•  Overall personality development  programme 

•  Educational tour 

•  Enrichment of lab 

•  Collaboration with other departments & institutions 

Challenges 

• Competition with other colleges 

• Other colleges provide P.G. in Less fees  
 

Future Plans of the department: 

• To use advanced technologies in education by making students 

comfortable with the use of computer & internet. 

• To prepare the students to present research papers in 

National/International seminars and conferences to enhance their 

research skills. 

• To aware the society about the gender equality by our programme not 

only in our college but outside the college also. 
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1. Name of the Department - Hindi 

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969 ; PG 1978; Ph.D 

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G.(Aided), P.G.(Aided), 

Ph.D(Aided). 

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System, PG-Semester System  

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons : NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts - 

Teaching Post Sanctioned /  

Required 

Filled 

Government Self 

Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - 01 - 

Asst. Professors 04/05 01 03 

10. Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, Designation, Specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualifica

-tion 

Designati

on 

Specialization No of Years  

of Experience  

No of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by the 

last four Year 

Dr. Veena 

Vats 

M.A., 

Ph.D 

Associate 

Professor  

Novels  34 Year 6 Month 02 

Dr. Poonam 

Singh 

M.A., 

Ph.D 

Assistant 

Professor 

Prose 11 Year ------ 

Km. Chitra M.A. Lecturer ------ 02 Years ------ 

Dr. Sunita 

Verma 

M.A., 

Ph.D 

Lecturer Novels ------ ------ 

Km Mona 

Yadav 

M.A., 

M.Phil 

Lecturer  Novels 03 Months ------ 

11. List of visiting faculty - NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty -  

Programme Lectures delivered and 

handled by Self Finance 

Faculty 

B.A. 100% 

M.A. 60% 

 

 

 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] -  
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Programme Ratio  

B.A. 83:01 

M.A. 15:01 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 03, M.Phil - 01, PG - 01 

16. Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from a National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc 

and total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/Facility recognized by the university - Yes 

19. Publications - 

a) Publication per faculty 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students - 03  

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact factor - NIL 

• H - Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL 

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committees - NIL 

b) International committees - NIL 

c) Editorial boards - NIL 

22. Student projects -  

a) Percentage of students who have done in house projects including inter 

department/programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e research laboratories/industry other agencies - NIL  

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students - HOD  

Dr. Veena Vats had been awarded from Hindi Bhawan 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

NIL 
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25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding - 

a) National - NIL 

b) International - NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students - 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students 

from the same 

state 

% of students 

from other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

UG 100% NIL NIL 

PG 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Serviceetc.  :  NET - 01, SLET - 02 

29. Student progression 

UG to PG 20% to 25% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to Ph.D - 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

 

 

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

8270 books  50 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer for faculty 

as well as for the students for searching 

relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 
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 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 

Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes with external experts - NIL 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:  

• Seminar 

• Quiz 

• Class Test 

• Remedial classes for spelling corrections 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Through rower rangers.  

35. SWOC analysis of the department:  

 Strengths  

• Good and cordial relations among teachers and student.  

• Advanced facilities available for faculties and students. 

Opportunities 

• Collaboration with other departments and institutions.  

Challenges 

• To improve Hindi spelling & language of students.  

 Future Plans 

• To improve Hindi spellings & language of students. 

• To make students aware about job opportunities.  

• Preparation for competitive exam.  
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1)  Name of the Department: English 

2)  Year of Establishment: UG : 1969; PG : 1995 

3)  Name of programmes/courses offered - UG (Aided), PG (Self finance) 

4)  Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved: 

NIL 

5)  Annual/Semester/choice based credit system [Program wise] - UG. 

Annual System, PG- Semester System 

6)  Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: Faculties of the department teach one paper in Home 

Science department and take communication classes in B.ed. 

7)  Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institutions, etc NIL 

8) Details of courses/Programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons. NIL 

9)  Number of Teaching Posts- 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / Required Filled 
Government Self 

Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - - - 

Asst. Professors 01/05 NIL 05 

10. Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, Designation, Specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name  Qualification Designation Specialization No of Years of  

Experience  

No of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last 

Four Year 

1. Mrs. Poonam 

Adhana 

M.A. English Temporary 

Lecturer 

- 2 years  

2. Ms. Shipra M.A. English Temporary 

Lecturer 

- 2 years  

3. Ms. Jyati Dixit M.A., M.Phil 

English, JRF 

Temporary 

Lecturer 

Indian 

Literature  

Fresher  

4 Ms. Sweta M.A., M.Phil 

English 

Temporary 

Lecturer 

Indian and 

British 

Literature 

Fresher  

5. Ms. Priya M.A., M.Phil 

English 

Temporary 

Lecturer 

Indian 

Literature 

Fresher  

11. List of Visiting faculty : 

a. Dr. Sharvan Kumar 

b. Dr. Ajay Sharma  

c. Dr. Poonam 

d. Dr. Seema Agrawal 

e. Dr. Sunanda Mukesh 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[Programme wise] by temporary Faculty : 
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Programme Lectures delivered and 

handled by Self Finance 

Faculty 

U.G. 100% 

P.G. 100% 

 

13)  Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] 

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 89:01 

M.A. 14:01 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teacher faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil,/PG, 

Ph.d, M.Phil: M.Phil - 03, PG - 02 

16. Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from a National funding 

agencies and grants received : NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received : NIL 

18. Research centre/Facility recognized by the university : NA 

19. Publications: 

• Publication per faculty : NIL 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students - NIL 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Book edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact Factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL 

21. Faculty as members in 

a. National committees - NIL 

b.  International committees - NIL 

c.  Editorial boards - NIL 

22. Student Projects  

a. Percentage of students who have done in house projects including inter 

departmental/programmes - NIL 
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b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e. research laboratories/Industry/other agencies : NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students : 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

refer to answer no. 11 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National - By CETA 

b) International - No 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students - 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students 

from other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

UG 100% NIL NIL 

PG 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc. :  NET 01 

29. Student progression 

Student progression Against % enrolled 

UG to PG 50% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to Ph.D NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

 

 

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30. Details of Infrastructure facilities  

a) Library  

Central Library Departmental Library 

2961 Books 140 Books 

b) Internet facility for self and students  

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer with 

printer and speaker for faculty as well as for 

the students for searching relevant study 

material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 
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At Department Level • One Classroom  

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31. Number of students receiving Financial assistance from college, 

University, Government or other agencies : 2014 - 2015 

Categories No. of students 

1. SC 

2. Minority  

3. OBC 

4. Gen 

349 

105 

405 

192 

32. Details of student's enrichment programmes with external experts - 

Guest Lectures have been organized first students.  

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:  

• Lecture method 

• Group Discussion 

• Quiz, Seminar 

• PPT Presentation 

• Dissertation 

• Screening of English movies 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:  

 Strength  

• Good communication among teachers & students. 

• Friendly and informal atmosphere. 

 Weakness 

• Lack of permanent faculty. 

• Poor knowledge of students of English spellings and language.  

 Challenge  

• To create a literary atmosphere accompanied focus on spellings and 

grammar. 

• To cultivate self confidence in students. 
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1)  Name of the Department: Drawing & Painting 

2)  Year of Establishment: UG : 1969; PG : 1986 ;  Ph.d : 1989 

3)  Name of programmes/courses offered - UG (Aided), PG (Aided) 

4)  Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved: 

NIL 

5)  Annual/Semester/choice based credit system [Program wise] - UG. 

Annual System, PG- Semester System 

6)  Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: Faculties of the department teach one paper in Home 

Science department and take communication classes in B.ed. 

7)  Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institutions, etc - NIL 

8) Details of courses/Programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons. - 

NIL 

9)  Number of Teaching Posts- 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - 02 - 

Asst. Professors 03/05 NIL 03 

10-  Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, designation, Specialization 

[D.Sc./D. Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of Years 

of 

Experience 

No of Ph. D  

Students 

Guided by 

the last Four 

Year 

Dr Kiran 

Pradeep 

M.A. Ph. D HOD, 

Associate 

Professor  

Modern Art 25 07 

Dr Jyotsna M.A. B.ed. 

Ph.d 

Associate 

Professor 

Indian art 18 6 

Ms Prerna M.A. MPhil Lecturer  Fundamentals 02 months - 

Ms Puja 

Rani 

M.A. Lecturer - 03 months - 

Ms Reena M.A.  Lecturer - 03 months - 

11 List of senior visiting faculty - NIL 

12 Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty - 

Programme Lectures delivered and handled by Self 

Finance Faculty 

Theory Practical 

U.G. 100% .80% 

P.G. 50% . 60% 
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13)  Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] 

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 60:1 

M.A. 20:1 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college 

15. Qualification of Teacher faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil,/PG - 

Ph.d-02,M.Phil - 01, PG - 02 

16 Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received :-NIL 

18 Research centre/Facility recognized by the university: - Yes (1989)  

19 Publication:- 

a) Publication per faculty: 

  Dr Kiran Pradeep-4 Books for UG, and competitive Exams  

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[national/International] by faculty and students  

Dr Kiran Pradeep--- Research Paper National = 10 

Name Publication's 
Dr. Kiran Pradeep Four Books, Ten National Research Paper 

Dr. Jyotsna Two National Research Paper 

Ms Prerna One Paper in National Seminar  

 Number of publications listed in international database: NIL 

• Monographs -  NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers : Four books 

published by Dr. Kiran Pradeep  

 1-Srijan ke Mulaadhaar Aakriti part – 1 I.S.B.N.: 978-81-8283-313-5 

 2- Bhartiya kala Aakriti – Part-2 

 3-  Bhartiya Aadhunik Kala-Aakriti-3 

 4- Kalatmak Sanojan-Aakriti-3 

• Citation Index- NIL 

• SNIP- NIL 

• SJR- NIL 

• Impact factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated- NIL 

21. Faculty as members in: 

a) National committees  - NIL 
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b) International committees  - NIL 

c) Editorial board - NIL 

• Dr. Kiran Pradeep is member in Sargam Mandir Regt. Delhi  

• Dr. Kiran Pradeep is also an editor in Shivranjani Research Journal 

22. Student projects : 

 a) Percentage of Students who have done in- house projects including 

 inter departmental/programmes:- NIL 

 b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside  

 the institution i. e. research laboratories /industry other agenies:--NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students  

  Achievements by students: 

S. 

No 

Event Date Level Student Result 

1. Workshop & 

Demonstration  

17th 

to 

19th 

Oct. 

2011 

Intercollegiate Ms. 

Nikita 

Jain, Ms. 

Ipsa Jain, 

Ms. 

Soniya 

Sharma 

Participation 

2. Poster 

Competition& 

Exhibition 

13th 

to 

20th 

Nov. 

2011 

City Ms. 

Lavanya 

Choudhar

, & B.A. II 

year 

students 

Won Ist Prize  

3. Poster 

Competition 

01st 

Dec. 

2011 

City 15 

students 

participat

ed  

Student won 

Ist, IInd & 

IIIrd prize  

4. Youth festival/ 

Painting 

Exhibition   

19th 

& 

20th 

Dec. 

2011 

Intercollegiate Ms. 

Anchal, 

Ms. 

Anuradha

, Ms. 

Roopa, 

Ms. 

Deepa, 

Ms. 

Anita, 

Ms. Sarita 

Ms. 

Anuradha 

won B 

consolation 

prize   

5. Youth festival/ 

Poster 

competition  

21st 

Dec.  

2011 

Intercollegiate Ms. 

Deepa, 

Ms. Ipsha 

Jain  

Participation  

6. Youth festival/ 22th Intercollegiate Ms. Participation 
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Rangoli 

competition  

Dec. 

2011 
Deepa, 

Ms. Sarita 

7. Poster 

Competition  

 City 28 

students 

participat

ed  

Three 

students won 

the prize 

7. Rangoli 

Competition 

13th 

March 

2013 

Intercollegiate Ms. Ipsa 

Jain, Ms. 

Prerna, 

Ms. Pinki, 

Ms. 

Komal 

Verma 

Ms. Ipsa Jain 

won the 

consolation 

prize 

8. Poster 

competition 

- Intercollegiate Seven 

students 

participat

ed  

Student won 

Ist & IInd 

prize  

9. Poster 

competition  

22nd 

Apr. 

2015 

Intercollegiate Six 

students 

Participat

ed 

Ms. Lavanya 

Chaudhary 

won III prize 

10

. 

Mural 

competition 

15th 

Aug. 

2014 

City Fourteen 

students 

participat

ed  

All students 

were honored  

11

. 

Poster 

competition 

07 

Sep. 

2014 

City Ms. 

Shailee 

Bharat 

Won Ist prize 

12

. 

Poster 

competition 

30 

Sep. 

2014 

Intercollegiate Six 

students 

posters 

were 

selected  

All the six 

students got 

certificate 

from Vice 

Chancellor  

13

. 

Mural 

Competition 

23 

Nov. 

2014 

Intercollegiate All 

students 

of M.A. 

participat

ed  

Ms. Shweta 

Singh won 

the IIIrd 

Prize  

14

. 

Rangoli 

Competition 

20 

Feb. 

2015 

Intercollegiate Ms. 

Shweta 

Singh, 

Ms. 

Komal 

Verma 

Won Ist & 

IInd Prize  
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Achievements by faculty: 

Name of the faculty Achievements 

Dr. Kiran Pradeep • Honoured by Meerut Public Girls School on 

03 Dec. 2013 

• Honoured by Amar Ujala on 15 Aug. 2014 

• Santulan Award on 22 March 2015 

• Vishistha Mahila Samman by Sankar Bharti 

on 19 May, 2015 

• Navjyoti Stree Ratna Award by Navjyoti 

Welfare Society Meerut on 28 April 2015 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the? department: 

NIL 

25. Seminars/Conferences Workshops organized & the source of funding  

a) National:  NIL 

b)  International:NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students - 

 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students 

from other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

UG 100% NIL NIL 

PG 100% NIL NIL 
Ph.D 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc.  :   NET: 03 

29. Student progression - 

UG to PG 80% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to Ph.D NIL 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

 

 

----- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed ----- 

30. Details of Infrastructure facilities  

a) Library  

Central Library Departmental Library 

2015 Books, 05 Journals 200 Books 
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b) Internet facility for self and students  

At Department Level The department has one computer, One 

Laptopwith printer and speaker for faculty as 

well as for the students for searching relevant 

study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At Department Level • One Classroom with projector  

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - One Lab 

31. Number of students receiving Financial assistance from college, 

University, Government or other agencies : 2014 - 2015 

Categories No. of Students 

1. SC 

2. Minority  

3. OBC 

4. Gen 

 

349 

105 

405 

192 

 

32.  Details of students enrichment programmes[special 

lectures/workshop/seminar] with external experts.  

Event Date Resource Person 

Guest Lecture 01 Dec. 2011 Dr. Govind Bihari Lal 

Guest Lecture 28 Nov. 2013 Dr. Chitra Lekha Singh 

Guest Lecture 13 Dec. 2013 Dr. Rekha Kakkar 

Guest Lecture 21 Apr. 2014 Dr. R.K. Singh 

Guest Lecture - Dr. Sadre Aalam 

Guest Lecture 21 Aug. 2015 Dr. R.S. Pundir 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning : 

• Demonstration  

• Use of ICT 

• Guidance for vocational courses  

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

Strength 

• Dedicated faculty and highly efficient supporting staff. 

• Informal bond between teacher and students. 

• Well equipped lab, classroom and ICT facilities.  
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• All the permanent Teachers are supervising the research scholars for the 

degree of Ph.D 

• The Department has linkage for practical work and research with the 

following institutions:Universities i.e. Rajasthan University Jaipur, 

Kumaon University Nainital, Jamia Milia Islamia New Delhi, 

Allahabad University Allahabad, Agra University Agra, Kanpur 

Univeristy kanpur, Aligarh University Aligarh etc. Museums i.e.: Govt. 

Museum Chandigarh, State Museum Shimla, Kangra Museum 

Dharamshala, Bhuri Singh Museum Chamba, National Museum and 

National gallary of modern at New Delhi for research work. 

Weakness 

• Poor language competence of students. 

• Frequent change of self finance teacher. 

Opportunity  

• The level of academic excellence which the College has acquired makes 

it possible for our students to get entry into art field. 

• To provide guidance for vocational streams. 

Challenge  

• To aware the students and make them competent about the 

job/employment opportunities after the completion of the course.  

Future Plan 

• To start vocational courses in the Department. 

• To inculcate modern method of teaching like Audio Visual Aids in 

teaching & learning course. 

• To bring out Departmental magazine. 

• To develop a separate lab for "Elective applied couses, like Clay 

Modelling, Serigraphy and Batik etc. 

• To organize a National Seminar in the Department. 

Annexure: 

Name Articles Detail Year of 

publication 

Name of Journal / Magazine 

Dr. 

Kiran 

Pradeep 

Ajanta - A name in Itself 

 

 

4th & 5th 

Feb. 2011 

 

Presented at International 

Conference  

Art and Culture 03 &4th 

March. 

2011 

Presented at International 

Seminar 

vdcj dk Hkkjrh; laLd`fr o 
dyk ls izse 

2014 International Research 

Journal & Fine Arts. 

The Future of Art 

Education in the Visual 

Art 

5th & 6th 

Feb. 2011 

Presented in  Fourth 

National Conference of fine 

arts at Kirti Kala Sansthan, 

Agra 

 dykdkj ,oa lekt 06th & 7th 

Feb. 2011 

Presented in Fourth National 

Conference of Fine Arts by 
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HDR, Delhi, organized by 

Kirti Kala Sansthan, Agra 

 ledkyhu lUnHkZ esa dyk dk 
iz;kstu 

26 Nov. 

2011 

Presented at National 

Seminar at Dayanand Girls 

PG College, Kanpur 

 Role of technology in 

research  
03rd & 

04th Dec. 

2011 

Presented in National 

Seminar at Shaheed Mangal 

Panday Degree College, 

Meerut  

 The future of Art 

Education in the Visual 

Arts 

11 Apr., 

2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar organized by UGC  

 Rabindra Nath Tagore as 

an Artist  

11 Apr., 

2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar, organized by UGC  

 Contemporary Art and 

Art Market 

12 & 13 

Oct. 2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar at R.G. Girls P.G. 

College, Meerut, sponsored 

by UGC 

 Stress Management 

through Art Therapy  

21 & 22 

Nov. 2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar at Ismail National 

Girls PG College, Meerut, 

sponsored by ICSSR, New 

Delhi  

 A picture is a voiceless 

poem - a poem is a vocal 

picture  

11 & 12 

Dec. 2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar organized by 

CEETA- in English associate  

 Kinetic Art  2011 Aesthetic - A journal of Arts, 

Interior & Life Style 2011 

vol. III 

 Empower yourself 

through ICT 

2011 Aesthetic - A journal of Arts, 

Interior & Life Style 2011 

vol. III 

 Art Education through 

computers 

2012 Book- ledkyhu dyk ,oa fofo/k 
ifjn`';  

 Interrelationship of Art 

& Music in reference to 

Ragmaala 

2013 Article in research journal 

Shivranjani 

 Akbar Kala ki Sangeet 

Kala 

2014 Article in research journal 

Shivranjani  

 ve`rkoknh dyk ijEijk fons'kh 
dyk ,oa dykdkjksa ds lUnHkZ esa  

- Article in research journal 

Expression  

Dr. 

Jyotsna 

Hkkjr esa dkuwu] vijk/k vkSj 
lekt 

13 & 14 

March, 

2011 

Presented in National 

Seminar  

 Hkkjr esa ledkyhu dyk ,oa 
dkykcktkjh dh vo/kkj.kk 

12 & 13 

Oct. 2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar  
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1. Name of the Department - Home Science 

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969 ; PG 2004 

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G., P.G. 

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System, PG-Semester System  

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons : NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts - 

Teaching Post Sanctioned /  

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - 02 - 

Asst. Professors 02/05 - 04 

10.  Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, designation,Specialization 

(D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph. M. Phil etc.) 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of 

Years of 

Experience 

No of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last four 

Year 

Veena Praksash M.Sc Associate 

Professor 

Foods & 

Nutrition 

35 - 

Priyanka Agarwal M.Sc, B.Ed Lecturer Foods & 

Nutrition 

4 - 

Kanupriya M.Sc, B.Ed 

Diploma in 

QETG 

Lecturer Human 

Development 

2 - 

Dr. Nidhi Shrma M.Sc, Ph.D Lecturer Human 

Development 

15 - 

Ambanee Gupta M.Sc Lecturer Foods & 

Nutrition 

Fresher - 

11.  List of visiting faculty : NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty -  

 

Programme Lectures delivered and handled by Self 

Finance Faculty 

B.A. 70% 

M.A. 100% 
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13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] : 

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 100:01 

M.A. 15:01 

14)  Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled: 

Support Staff Sanctioned Filled 

Technical 01 

Lab Assistant 

01 

Administrative Administrative staff is common for whole college 

 Administrative staff is common for college.  

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 01, PG - 05 

16.  Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from National funding  

agencies and grants received – NIL 

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST,FIST,UGC,DBT,ICSSR, etc. and 

total Grants received- NIL 

18.  Research centre/Facility recognized by the university: NA 

19. Publication:  

Dr. Nidhi Sharma, 'Effect of parent Child Relationship on Behavioural 

problems Of A.D.H.D. Children's during Childhood' in journal Psycho 

Lingoa, Agra 2013 

a) Publication per faculty 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students- 1 

• Number of publications listed in international database– NIL 

• Monographs-NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact factor -NIL 

• H – Index -NIL 

20.  Area of consultancy and Income generated- NIL 

21.  Faculty as members in  

 a) National committees - NIL 

 b) International committee's - NIL 

 c) Editorial Board - NIL 

22.  Student projects 

 a) Percentage of students who have done in- house projects in including 
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Inter departmental/programmes- NIL 

 b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e. research Laboratories/industry other agencies - NIL 

23.  Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students - 

Faculty Name  Awards / Recognition  

Ms. Veena  

Prakash 
• Delivered guest lecture on "Nutrition for Self and 

Family" in Home Science Department of Gauri Shankar 

Girls P.G. College, Bulandshahar on 21 Dec. 2010. 

• Guest Speaker in Conference on "The Role of Applied 

Science and Community Development organized by 

Home Science Department, College of Applied 

Education & Health Sciences, Meerut on April 2013. 

• Guest Speaker in National Wokshop on "Emotional 

Health and Wellness in Women" on 24
th
 April 2014,  

organized by Home Science Department, College of 

Applied Education & Health Sciences, Meerut. 

Student Name Awards 

Ms. Anshu 

Garg 

First Prize in "Mehndi Competition" Ismile Degree College 

Meerut, 2014 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department 

-NIL 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding : 

 a) National  - NIL 

 b) International - NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students - 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students 

from the same 

state 

% of students 

from other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

UG 100% NIL NIL 

PG 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examination Such as NET,SLET, GATE, Civil Service, and Defence 

Service etc.- NIL 

29.  Student progression  

UG to PG 44% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph. D To Post Doctoral  NA 

Employed  

•    Campus selection  

•    Other than 
campus 

 

- 

- 
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    recruitment    

Entrepreneurship/Self 

Employed  

5% 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

1686 books 127 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer, one 

Laptop and one projector for faculty as well 

as for the students for searching relevant 

study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 
computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - 02 Lab 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 

Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes 

[speciallectures/workshop/seminar] with external experts 

23 Feb 2011  Extension Programme (Nukkad 

Natak, Puppet Show) Demonstration, 

Rithani 

Mrs. Veena Prakash 

5 March 

2011 

Workshop on Art & Craft Narottam Kumar 

Rao, Jaipur  

10 Sep 2011 Rangoli Demonstration Mrs. Pratibha Jain 

14 Sep 2011 Workshop on Resume making & 

Application Writing 

 

7 Dec 2011 Rangoli Demonstration Mrs. Pratibha Jain 

2 Feb 2012 Microwave Demonstration FIB Personnel 

13-14 Workshop in IIFT Meerut IIFT Teaching Staff 
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Sep2012 

9 Jan 2013 1 Day Workshop of Rangoli 

Demonstration  

Mrs. Pratibha Jain 

10 Jan 2013 1 Day Workshop of Photocromatic 

Screen Printing  

Mrs. Pratibha Jain 

6-7-8 Feb 

2013 

3 Days Workshop of  Usha Janome 

Digital Sewing Machine  

 

28-29 Feb 

2013 

2 Day Cooking Workshop Mrs. Nirmal Garg 

22 Jan 2014 Demonstration on Microwave 

cooking (Bakery Product) 

Mrs. Nirmal Garg & 

Mr. Sandeep From 

Samsung Company 

18 Oct 2014 Demonstration of Pot making 

(Different Style of Pot Making) 

Ms. Bhawna 

27 Feb 2015 Extension Education Programme 

Puppet Show Flash Card 

Presentation  Nukked Natatk 

Mrs. Kanupriya  

33.  Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning- 

• Workshops 

• Visits  

• Seminars 

• Quiz 

• Nukkad Natak  

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and extension 

activity : Students participate in extension activities through NSS 

35 SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans- 

 Strength 

• Good Relations between teacher & students. 

Opportunity  

• To prepare students for self employment / Entrepreneurship 
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1)  Name of the Department: Music  

2)  Year of Establishment: UG : 1969 

3)  Name of programmes/courses offered - UG (Aided) 

4)  Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved: 

NIL 

5)  Annual/Semester/choice based credit system [Program wise] - UG. 

Annual System. 

6)  Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department NIL 

7)  Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institutions, etc NIL 

8) Details of courses/Programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons. NIL 

9)  Number of Teaching Posts- 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - 01 - 

Asst. Professors 03/03 01 01 

10- Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, designation, Specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of Years 

of 

Experience 

No of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last Four 

year 

Dr Ragini 

Pratap 

M. Phil, 

Ph.D 

HOD Assoc. 

Prof 

Classical 

Vocal 

36 01 

Mrs. Suman 

Lata 

M.A. Net Asst. Prof Sitar 5 - 

Ms Shipra 

Jain 

M.A.  Lecturer  Table 01 - 

11.   List of visiting faculty: NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty -  

Programme Lectures delivered and handled by Self 

Finance Faculty 

B.A. 27% 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] :  

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 35:1 

 

 

14)  Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 
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sanctioned and filled: 

Support Staff Sanctioned Filled 

Technical 01 

Tabla Sangatkar  

01 

Administrative Administrative staff is common for whole college 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 01, PG - 02 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a] National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST,FIST,UGC,DBT,ICSSR, etc. and 

total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/Facility recognized by the university- NA 

19. Publication: 

a) Publication per faculty 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals [National 

/International] by faculty and students- 

• Dr Ragini Pratap-06 

• Mrs Sumanlata-05 

• Ms Shipra-01 

• Number of publication listed international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - 02 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes-02 

• Ragaanjali 

• lqjehjk ,oa Lokeh gfjnkl dh HkfDr lk/kuk esa laxhr dk ;ksxnku 
• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL 

21. Faculty as members in - 

a) National committees - Dr. Ragni Pratap is director at Sargam Mandir 

Regt. Delhi 

b) International committees - NIL 

c) Editorial boards- Dr. Ragni Pratap is chief editor of Shivranjani 

Research Journal 

22. Student projects-  

a) Percentage of students who have done in- house projects including inter 

departmental/ programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organization outside the 

institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other agencies - NIL 
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23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students 

Name Award / Recognition  
Dr. Ragni Pratap • ukjh 'kfDr lEEkku  

• lUrqyu vokMZ 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department- 

• Dr Shalendra Goswami, Assoc Prof Delhi University, 

• Ustad Faiazkhan, AIR 

• Pt. Amitabh chatterjee ICCR 

• Ustad Akram Khan AIR 

• Ustad Saeed zafar AIR 

• Ustad Amzad KHan AIR 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding 

a) National - one national workshop organized by self finance fund. 

b) International- NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play any role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students - 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students 

from other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

UG 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc. :   NIL 

29. Student progression 

UG to PG NA 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to Ph.D NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus 

recruitment  

 

 

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self 

Employed 

- 

30. Details of Infrastructure facilities  

a) Library  

Central Library Departmental Library 

830 Books, 02 Journals 20 Books 

 

 

b) Internet facility for self and students  
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At Department Level The department has two computers, for 

faculty as well as for the students for 

searching relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - Three Lab 

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, 

University, Government or other agencies: 2014 - 2015 

Categories No. of students 

1. SC 

2. Minority  

3. OBC 

4. Gen 

349 

105 

405 

192 

32. Details of students enrichment programmers [special lectures /workshop 

/seminar] with external experts-  

• Two workshop were organized in 2011 & 2015 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improves student learning-  

• Quiz  

• Lecture  

• Demonstration  

• Audio video Recording  

34.  Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and extension 

activity:Students participate in extension activities through NSS 

35 SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans- 

 Strength  

• Musical atmosphere of the department  

• Interaction with great artists  

• Informal way of teaching  

 Weakness 

• Lack of personal instruments for practicingat home for students 

• Musically Untrained students 

 Opportunity 

• Giving platform to the students not only in the college but outside the 

college too 

 

Challenge 
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• To train musically untrained students & make them involve in music 

and in their career 

Annexure: 

Name Articles Detail Year of 

publication 

Name of Journal / 

Magazine 

Dr. 

Ragni 

Pratap 

fgUnqLrkuh laxhr esa cafn'ks vkSj 
mudk egRo 

5th Feb. 

2011 

 

Presented at National 

workshop at DGPG 

college, Kanpur. 

 
ruko izcU/ku esa laxhr dh Hkwfedk 

 

20 & 21 

Nov. 2012 

Presented at National 

Seminar at INPG college, 

Meerut. 
Hkkjrh; laxhr ds izpkj&izlkj esa 
laxhr dh Hkwfedk  

Jan. 2013 

 

National Seminar at INPG 

college, Meerut. 

 
mPp f'k{kk esa vuqla/kku o 'kks/k dk 
vFkZ ,d mi;ksfxrk 

03 & 04 

Dec. 2011 

Presented at National 

Seminar. 

 

 
fpfdRlk i)fr esa laxhr dk 
;ksxnku 
 

 

Nov. 2014 

 

 

 

Printed in refereed & peer 

reviewed annual 

Bi-lingual Journal. 

(ukn urZu) 

 
vk/;kRe vkSj laxhr 

 

 

2014 

 

 

 

Printed in research journal 

'Shivranjani'. 

 
laxhr fpfdRlk i)fr }kjk jksxksa 
dk funku 

2015 Printed in research journal 

'Shivranjani'. 

Ms. 

Suman 

Lata 

fgUnqLrkuh laxhr esa cafn'ks vkSj 
mudk egRo 

05 Feb., 

2011 

Presented at National 

workshop at DGPG 

college. Kanpur. 

Stress management by 

music 

20 & 21 

Nov. 2012 

Presented in National 

Seminar at INPG college, 

Meerut. 

Music techniques 06 Oct. 2012 

 

 

Presented in National 

conference at DGPG 

College, Kanpur. 
laxhr ,oa dyk ds {ks= esa rduhd 
dk izHkko 

11 & 12 Jan 

2013 

Presented in National 

Seminar at INPG college, 

Meerut. 
HkfDr vkUnksyu esa laxhr 
 

17 Feb. 2014 

 

Printed in research journal 

'Shivranjani'. 

Psychological problem - 

diagnosis and 

management 

24 & 30 

March. 2015 

 

Presented in National 

workshop INPG college, 

Meerut. 

laxhr dyk Kku ,oa ur`R; ds {ks= 
esa 
 
mÙkj Hkkjrh; laxhr esa izpfyr ra= 

27 Feb. 2015 

 

 

 

Printed in research journal 

'Shivranjani'. 

 

Printed in research 
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fo|k  
 

 Journal symphony. 

eaph; izn'kZu ds vko';d rRo 10 Oct. 2015 Presented in music 

workshop at RGPG 

college, Meerut. 

Ms. 

Shipra 

Jain 

fpfdRlk i)fr esa laxhr dh 
lkFkZd Hkwfedk 
 

2015 

 

 

Printed in research journal 

'Shivranjani'. 

 
eaph; izn'kZu ds vko';d rRo 10 Otc. 2015 Presented in music 

workshop at RGPG 

college, Meerut. 
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1. Name of the Department - Political Science  

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969 ; PG 1997 

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G.(Aided), P.G.(Self finance),  

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System, PG-Semester System  

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons:NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts - 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - - - 

Asst. Professors 01/04 01 03 

10. Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, designation, specialization 

[D.Sc/D. Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of years 

of 

Experience 

No of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last Four 

year 

1. Dr. 

Vinita 

Gupta 

M.A., M.Phil 

Ph.D in 

Pol.science 

Assistant 

Professor 

Foreign Policy, 

Public 

Administration 

17 years  - 

2. MS 

Poona

m Rani 

M.A. Pol. 

Science 

Lecturer 

-  

1 year  

- 

3. MS. 

Jyoti 

Gupta 

M.A., M.Phil 

Pol. Science, 

M.A., Eng, Bed. 

Lecturer 

Political Theory  

2 years  

- 

4. 

Akshu 

Choudh

ary 

M.A. Pol. 

Science, B.ed. 

Lecturer 

- 

1 year 

- 

11. List of visiting faculty- NIL 

 

 

 

 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty -  
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Programme Lectures delivered and handled by Self 

Finance Faculty 

B.A. 50% 

M.A. 100% 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] -  

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 112:01 

M.A. 05:01 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the 

department.Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG, 

Ph.D - 01, M.Phil - 01, PG - 02 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a] National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/facility recognized by the university - NA 

19. Publications: 

a) Publication per faculty: 01 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals (National / 

International) by faculty and students: NIL 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Mongraphs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact Factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL 

21. Faculty as members in - 

a) National committee - NIL 

b)  International committees - NIL 

c)  Editorial boards -NIL 

22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in- house projects including inter 

departmental / programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the 

institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other agencies: - NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students- NIL 
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24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

NIL 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding:- 

a) National - NIL 

b) International - NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27. Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students from 

other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

B.A. 100% NIL NIL 

M.A. 100% NIL NIL 

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc. - NIL 

29. Student progression (Against % enrolled) 

UG to PG 90% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30. Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

1827 books  105 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

At Department Level The department has one computer with 

speaker &internet facility for faculty as well 

as for the students for searching relevant 

study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

 

 

 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD 
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Projector,computer& speaker along with 

surround sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshop / 

seminar) with external: NIL 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve students' learning:  

• Lecture Method 

• Group Discussion 

• Quiz 

• Seminar 

• PPT Presentation 

• Educational Tour 

• Dissertation 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

Strength 

• Positive learning environment in department & classroom 

• Informal bond between teachers and students 

Weakness 

• Lack of awareness in students regarding their future prospect related to 

the subject internship & short term courses. 

Opportunities 

• Educational tour 

• Collaboration with other departments & institutions 

Challenges 

• To make students aware about their professional future. 

 Future Plans of the departments: 

• To use advanced technologies in education by making students 

comfortable with the use of computer & internet. 

• To establish research centre.   
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1. Name of the Department - Sanskrit  

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969  

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G.(Aided) 

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System. 

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons : NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts. 

 Sanctioned Filled 

Professors - - 

Associate Professors - 01 

Asst. Professors 01 - 

10. Faculty Profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name  Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

Years of 

Experience 

 

No of 

Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by 

the last 

Four year 

Dr. 

Santosh 

Sharma 

M.A. & 

Ph.D. 

Associate 

Professor 

Srimod 

Bhagwat 

Puran 

34 years - 

11. List of senior visiting faculty : NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty Theory : NIL 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] -  

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 220:01 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 01 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a] National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 
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and total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/facility recognized by the university - NA 

19. Publications:  

 a) Publication per faculty  

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students : 04 (02+02) 

• jk"Vªh; lsfeukj ¼3] 4 fnlEcj 2011½izk;kstd mPPk f'k{kk foHkkx mÙkj 

izns'k 'kklu fo"k; ÞmPp f'k{kk esa vuqla/kku% vFkZ ,oa mi;ksfxrk 

• Lokeh leiZ.kkuUn oSfnd 'kks/k laLFkkue~ jk"Vªh;k oSfnd 'kks/k laxks"Bh 

'kks/ki=&ÞoSfnd okM~-e; esa nsorÙoß 

• ljxe efUnj ¼jftå½ fnYyh laxhr ukVd vdkMeh] ubZ fnYyhlkfgR; 

dyk ifj"kn~ 2014 

• ljxe efUnj ¼jftå½ fnYyh laxhr ukVd vdkMeh] ubZ fnYyh 'kks/ki= 

laLdr̀ okM~-e; ,oa laxhr 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL  
• Monographs - NIL 
• Chapters in Book - NIL 
• Books edited - NIL 
• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 
• Citation Index - NIL 
• SNIP - NIL 
• SJR - NIL 
• Impact factor - NIL 
• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated: NIL 

21. Faculty as members in : 

a) National committee's - NIL 

b) International committee's - NIL 

c)  Editorial boards - NIL 

22. a)  Percentage of students who have done in- house project 

including inter departmental/programmes - NIL 

 b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations 

outside the institution i.e. research laboratories/ industry other 

agencies. - NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the 

departments:NIL 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding : 
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a) National - NIL 

b) International - NIL 

26)  Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27)  Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students from 

other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

B.A. 100% NIL NIL 

28)  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, Gate, Civil Service, Defence Service 

etc - NIL 

29)  Student progression (Against % enrolled) 

UG to PG NA 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

2048 books  25 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer with 

internet facility for faculty as well as for the 

students for searching relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 
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Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshop / 

seminar) with external experts:- NIL 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning - 

• Group discussions,  

• Creative writing,  

• Essay competitions,  

• Class test,  

• Sukti competition cultural activities seminars,  

• Quiz 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

Strength 

• Harmonious relationships between teachers and students. 

• Sanskrit language is taught in a simple and easiest way. 

Weakness 

• Sankrit as a language was not opted as a language to learn by students 

but considered as for granted. The zeal is not there to learn our ancient 

language. 

Opportunities 

• By opting Sanskrit the students can approach the areas for work in the 
future like in teaching, translator, PCS exam etc. 

Challenges 

• Channelizing the resources to create interest to learn Sanksrit language 

among students making them aware about the importance of ancient 

culture and literature via Sanskrit language. 

Future Plans of the departments: 

• To arrange a seminar. 

• To increase participation in extra-curricular activities. 

• To encourage for doing job. 

• To arrange a workshop for students.  
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1. Name of the Department - Economics  

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969 ; PG 1995 

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G.(Aided), P.G.(Self finance),  

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System, PG-Semester System  

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: Guest lecturer in commerce department.  

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons:NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts - 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - NIL - 

Asst. Professors 01/04 NIL 04 

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specializations 

[D.Sc/D. Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No. of years 

of 

Experience  

No. of Ph.D 

Students 

Guided by the 

last four year  

Dr. 

Sapna 

Jain 

M.A.,  

M. Phil, Ph.d. 

M.B.A, NET 

 HOD, 

Assistant 

Professor  

Research 

Methodology  

 

16 - 

Ms. 

Richa 

Singh 

M.A, 

M. Phil, B.Ed 

Lecturer  I.T., Industrial 

Economics 

1 - 

Ms. 

Ruchi 

Tyagi 

M.A,  

M. Phil 

Lecturer Q.T. 

Development & 

Planning 

1 - 

Ms. 

Sonam 

M.A,  

M. Phil 

Lecturer  Pubic. Finance, 

Indian 

Economics  

1 month - 

11. List of visiting faculty- NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary faculty -  

Programme Lectures delivered and handled by self 

financefaculty 

B.A. 100% 

M.A. 100% 

 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] -  
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Programme Ratio 

B.A. 52:01 

M.A. 05:01 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 01, M.Phil - 03. 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/facility recognized by the university - NA 

19. Publications: 

a) Publication per faculty: 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals (National / 

International) by faculty and students-NIL 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Mongraphs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact Factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL 

21. Faculty as members in - 

 a) National committee - NIL 

 b) International committees - NIL 

c)  Editorial boards -NIL 

22. Student projects 

a) Percentage of students who have done in- house projects 

including inter departmental / programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations 

outside the institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other 

agencies: - NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students- NIL 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

NIL 

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding: 
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a) National - NIL 

b) International - NIL 

26)  Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27)  Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students from 

other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

B.A. 100% NIL NIL 

M.A. 100% NIL NIL 

28)  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc - NIL 

29)  Student progression (Against % enrolled) 

UG to PG 60% 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

1919 books  50 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer and one 

printer with internet facility for faculty as 

well as for the students for searching relevant 

study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 
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session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 

Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshop / 

seminar) with external experts: NIL 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning - 

i) Quiz 

ii) Seminars 

iii) Group discussion  

iv) Educational tour 

v) Newspapers facility in the department. 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:  

  Strength 

• Informal relationship between teacher and students. 

• Well qualified faculty. 

  Weakness  

• Lack of permanent faculty  

• Poor knowledge of Mathematics discourages students to opt for 

economics as a subject.  

• Lack of awareness in students regarding their professional prospect of 

their subject.  

 Opportunity 

• Economics open many areas for job for the students like in MNC as a 

economist, teaching, PCS exam etc. 

  Challenge  

• To create interest among students and make them aware about the 

important role of economics in their professional carrier.  

Future plan 

• To prepare students for competitive exam.  

• To aware & encourage students for their professional future. 
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1. Name of the Department - Sociology 

2. Year of Establishment - UG: 1969  

3. Name of programmes/courses offered: U.G.(Aided) 

4. Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved : 

NIL 

5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit system [Program wise]: UG. 

Annual System. 

6. Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department: NIL 

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institute etc: NIL 

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons : NIL 

9. Numbers of Teaching Posts. 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors - 01 - 

Asst. Professors 01/02 NIL 01 

10. Faculty Profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization 

[D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc. 

Name  Qualification Designation Specialization No. of 

Years of 

Experience 

 

No of 

Ph.D 

Students 

Guided 

by the 

last Four 

year 

Dr. 

Yashoda 

Bindal 

M.A., 

M.Phil, 

Ph.D. 

Associate 

Professor 

Political 

Sociology  

34 years - 

Ms. Saba 

Parveen 

M.A., 

M.Phil, 

Lecturer  Medical 

Sociology  

03 year- - 

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL 

12. Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary faculty: NIL 

Programme Lectures delivered and handled by self 

financefaculty 

B.A. 50% 

13. Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] -  

Programme Ratio 

B.A. 240:01 
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14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the department 

Administrative Staff is common for whole college. 

15. Qualification of Teaching faculty with Dsc./D.Litt./Ph.D/M Phil./PG: 

Ph.D - 01, M.Phil - 01. 

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a] National funding 

agencies and grants received - NIL 

17. Departmental projects funded by DST, FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received - NIL 

18. Research centre/facility recognized by the university - NA 

19. Publications:- 

a) Publications per faculty  

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national / 

international) by faculty as students.  

Name Articles Detail Year of publication Name of Journal / 

Magazine 
Dr. 

Yashoda 

Bindal 

• Modern Trends in Family of 

India 

 

 

 

 

 

• Use of Scientific Methods 

in Sociology   

 

 

• Strength in weaknesses of 

Panchayati Raj in India  

 

 

26 & 27 March 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

03 &4nd Dec. 2011 

 

 

 

19 March 2012 

Presented at 

NationalSeminar in 

CCS University, 

sponsored by Higher 

Education Government 

of Uttar Pradesh, 

Lucknow.   

 

Presented at National 

Seminar in S.M (PG) 

college Meerut 

 

Presented at 

NationalSeminar in 

CCS University, 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Books - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN numbers with details of publishers - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact Factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20. Area of consultancy and Income generated - NIL  

21. Faculty as members in 

a) National committee's - NIL  

b) International committee's - NIL  

c) Editorial boards. - NIL  
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22. Student projects: 

a) Percentage of students who have done in - house projects 

including inter departmental/programmes - NIL 

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations 

outside the institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other 

agencies. - NIL 

23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students - NIL 

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department - 

NIL  

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized Nil & the source of 

funding. 

a) National- NIL 

b) International- NIL 

26)  Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27)  Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

% of students from 

the same state 

% of students from 

other states 

% of students 

from abroad 

B.A. 100% NIL NIL 

28)  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service etc - NIL 

29)  Student progression (Against % enrolled) 

UG to PG NA 

PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH.D. NA 

Ph.D to Post Doctoral NA 

Employed 

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus recruitment  

- 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed - 

30)  Details of Infrastructure facilities 

a) Library 

Central Library Departmental Library 

1231 books  40 books 

b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has one computer with 

internet facility for faculty as well as for the 

students for searching relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer Lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 
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At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NA 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

Category No. of students who filled the 

Scholarship forms 

General 192 

SC 349 

OBC 405 

Minority 105 

 

32. Details of students enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshop / 

seminar) with external expets. 

• Dr. Om Lata Bhanagar, Professor R.G. College, Meerut. 

• Dr. Dharam Veer, Professor N.A.S. College, Meerut 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve students' learning- 

• Group discussion 

• Class test. 

34. Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity - Student participate through NSS 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

Strengths 

• Harmonies relationship between teachers and students. 

• Subject is taught in a simple and interesting way in our college.  

Weakness 

• Student think that sociology is easy subject hence they take it for 

granted.  

• Students are not aware about the professional prospect regarding 

sociology. 

Opportunity 

• Sociology stream open up many areas for work in future for the 

studentsuch as teaching, social survey and research, social work in 

different fields- community social work, psychiatric, urban, rural 

development Medical Social Work, Civil Services I.A.S. Allied services 

P.C.S. Criminal justice child welfare Health care labour welfare and 

Industrial relations etc.  
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Challenges 

• To guide the student for Higher Education and Job for students. 

 

Future Plan 

• To arrange a seminar. 

• More participation of student in extracurricular activities.  

• To aware students about professional prospect of sociology stream.  

• To prepare students for competitive exams.  
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1)  Name of the Department: Commerce  

2)  Year of Establishment: UG : 2004; PG : 2005 

3)  Name of programmes/courses offered - UG (Self finance), PG (Self 

finance) 

4)  Name of Interdisciplinary Courses and the Departments/units involved: 

NIL 

5)  Annual/Semester/choice based credit system [Program wise] - UG. 

Annual System, PG- Semester System 

6)  Participation of the Department in the courses offered by other 

department NIL 

7)  Courses in collaboration with other universities, Industries, Foreign 

institutions, etc NIL 

8) Details of courses/Programmes discontinued [if any] with reasons. NIL 

9)  Number of Teaching Posts- 

Teaching Post Sanctioned / 

Required 

Filled 

Government Self Finance 

Professors NA NA NA 

Associate Professors NA NA - 

Asst. Professors NA/08 NA 08 

10. Faculty Profile with Name, Qualification, designation, specialization 

(D.Sc/D.Litt./Ph.D/M.Phil etc.) 

 

 

Name 

 

 

Qualification 

 

 

Designation 

 

 

Specialization 

 

No of Years 

of Experienc 

No of 

Ph. D 

Students 

Guided 

by the 

last Four 

Year 

Ms. Monika  M. Com, 

B.Ed., 

DOEACC'O' 

Level 

 

 

Lecturer 

 

 

- 

 

 

2 

- 

Ms. Deepa 

Jain 

M. Com. MBA 

(Finance) 

Lecturer Finance & 

HR 

3 - 

Ms. Anuradha 

Sharma 

M. Com, JRF Lecturer - 2 - 

Ms. Alka 

Shrma 

M. Com Lecturer  - 2 - 

Ms. Archana M. Com, NET, 

M.Ed. 

Lecturer - 03 months - 

Ms. Nupur 

Shram 

M.Com Lecturer - 03 months - 

Ms. Roopa 

Chauhan 

M. Com,  

B.Ed,  

Lecturer - 03 months - 

Ms. Shewata M. Com,  

B.Ed. 

Lecturer - 02 months - 

11.  List of senior Visiting faculty - NIL 
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12 Percentage of Lectures delivered and practical classes handled 

[programme wise] by temporary Faculty- 

 Theory Practical 

B.Com. 100%  100% 

M.Com. 100% 100% 

13)  Student - Teacher ratio [programme wise] 

Programme Ratio 

B.Com 60:1 

M.Com 8:1 

14. Number of academic support staff [technical] and administrative staff; 

sanctioned and filled - Technical staff is not required in the 

department.Administrative Staff is common for whole college 

15.  Qualification of Teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/Ph.D/MPhil./PG -PG 

- 08 

16.  Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) 

International funding agencies and grants received:- NIL 

17.  Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. 

and total grants received:- NIL 

18.  Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the University:- NA 

19.  Publications: 

• Publication per faculty - NIL 

• Numbers of papers published in peer reviewed journals 

[National/International] by faculty and students - NIL 

• Number of publications listed in international database - NIL 

• Monographs - NIL 

• Chapters in Book - NIL 

• Books edited - NIL 

• Books with ISBN number with details of publishes - NIL 

• Citation Index - NIL 

• SNIP - NIL 

• SJR - NIL 

• Impact factor - NIL 

• H-Index - NIL 

20.  Areas of consultancy and Income generated-NIL 

21.  Faculty as members in  

a) National committee's - NIL 

b) International committees - NIL 

c)  Editorial boards - NIL 

22.  Student projects 

  a) Percentage of student who have done in- house projects 

including inter departmental/ programmes: NIL 

  b) Percentage of student placed for projects in organization outside 
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the institution i.e. research laboratories/industry other agencies: 

NIL 

23.  Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students 

Activities Date Organizer Winner 

Play Competition  

on "Harmful Effects 

of Smoking & 

Drugs" 

 

 

0802/2015 

 

 

NSS 

Pooja Rani  

(B. Com III) 

 

Nish Yadav  

(B. Com III) 

Won III Prize  
Debate Competition 

on ^^ gj leL;k ds 
lek/kku ds fy, 
yksdrU= esa /kjuk 

izn'kZu fopkj 
vfHkO;f=ä dk mfpr 

ek/;e gS-^^ 

 

 

 

11/02/2014 

 

 

NAS Degree  

College, 

Meerut. 

 

 

 

 

Akansha 

Swati Paliwal  

(B. Com I) 

 

 

Won ^^py 
oSt;arh^^ 

24.  List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: 

• Mr. Shiv Kamboj, General Mangar, Kanohar Electrical Ltd., 

Rithani, Meerut. 

• Mr. Virendra Kumar Shrma, D.O. (Retd.) National Insurance 

Comapny. 

• Mr. Rajiv Singhal, Income Tax Department. 

25.  Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding : 

  a)   National - NIL 

  b)   International - NIL 

26. Student profile programme/course wise: Admissions are done by the 

university and college does not play and role in it. 

27.  Diversity of Students 

Name of the 

Course 

%of students from 

the same state 

%of students 

from other states 

% of 

students 

from 

abroad  

B. Com 99.74% 0.26% Nil 

M. Com 98.5% 1.5% Nil 

28.  How many students have cleared national and state competitive 

examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Service, Defence 

Service,etc: NIL 

29.  Student progression  

UG to PG 75% 
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PG to M Phil NA 

PG to PH. D. NA 

Ph. D to Post Doctoral  NA 

Employed  

• Campus selection 

• Other than campus 
    recruitment 

 

- 

 

Entrepreneurship/Self Employed  - 

30.  a) Details of Infrastructure facilities  

Central Library  Departmental Library   

1305 books 140 books 

 b) Internet facility for self and students - 

 

 

At Department Level 

The department has two computer, one 

printer, one speaker and one projector for 

faculty as well as for the students for 

searching relevant study material. 

At College Level Students and faculties can also use the 

common college computer lab which has 28 

computers with internet facility in all. 

c) Classrooms with ICT facility 

At Department Level • 1 classroom with projector  

At College Level • 1 seminar room with LCD Projector, 

computer& speaker along with surround 

sound facility. 

• Tata Sky in the seminar room. 

d) Laboratories - NIL 

31) Number of students receiving financial assistant from college, 

University, government or other agencies - 

 Category wise list of students who filled the Scholarship forms in the 

session 2014-15 

 

Category No. of students who filled the Scholarship forms 

 B.com M.com 

General 55 8 

SC 70 13 

OBC 28 8 

Minority 17 2 

32.  Details of students enrichment programmers [special lectures/ 

workshop/seminar] with external experts 

• Special Lectures by Ms. Anita Mahindru on Personality 

Development.  

• Guest Lecture by Mr. Virendra Kumar Sharma, D.O. (Retd.), 

National Insurance Company on Insurance. 
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• Guest Lecture by Mr. Rajiv Singhal on Income Tax. 

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning. 

• Lecture through presentation 

• Videos Lectures 

• Seminar 

• Quiz 

• Group Discussion 

• Mock Viva 

• Students Presentation 

• Educational Tour  

• Industrial Visit 

34.  Participation in Institutional social responsibility [ISR] and Extension 

activity. NIL 

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans 

  Strength 

• Informal relationship between teachers and students. 

• Strong infrastructure of the college. 

• Good industry interaction.  

Weakness 

• Lack of teacher's continuity. 

• Lack of awareness in students regarding their professional career.   

  Opportunity   

• Commerce stream opens to a wide variety of career options. 

• To open various commerce related short term courses. 

  Challenges  

• Competitive environment 

• To make students stay in college for long duration. 

 Future plan 

• To establish a commerce lab  

• To form a Career Counseling and placement cell 

• Preparation for competitive exam. 
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Enclosure-01 
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Enclosure-03 
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Enclosure-03 
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 Enclosure-04 

 Session 2011-12 Session 2012-13 Session 2013-14 

Classes Total Pass Fail %pass Total Pass Fail %pass Total Pass Fail %pass 

B.A.-I 545 486 59 89.17 364 346 18 95.05 362 350 12 96.69 

B.A.-II 487 466 21 95.69 463 441 22 95.25 359 347 12 96.66 

B.A.-III 540 478 62 88.52 469 445 24 94.88 440 432 8 98.18 

B.Com-I 141 137 4 97.16 132 129 3 97.73 136 132 4 97.06 

B.Com-II 114 111 3 97.37 126 124 2 98.41 131 129 2 98.47 

B.Com-III 94 91 3 96.81 114 112 2 98.25 124 122 2 98.39 

M.Com-I 18 16 2 88.89 31 29 2 93.55 33 32 1 96.97 

M.Com-II 46 41 5 89.13 16 14 2 87.50 28 27 1 96.43 

M.A.-I Hindi 16 16 0 100.00 23 14 9 60.87 24 20 4 83.33 

M.A.-II Hindi 14 12 2 85.71 13 13 0 100.00 15 13 2 86.67 

M.A.-I Drawing 24 24 0 100.00 25 24 1 96.00 26 26 0 100.00 

M.A.-II Drawing 17 17 0 100.00 22 19 3 86.36 20 19 1 95.00 

M.A.-I English 37 36 1 97.30 59 52 7 88.14 54 50 4 92.59 

M.A.-II English 48 45 3 93.75 33 30 3 90.91 49 46 3 93.88 

M.A.-I 

Economics 

6 4 2 66.67 16 15 1 93.75 10 8 2 80.00 

M.A.-II 

Economics 

6 6 0 100.00 4 4 0 100.00 12 10 2 83.33 

M.A.-I Political 

Science 

15 15 0 100.00 29 27 2 93.10 20 19 1 95.00 

M.A.-II Political 

Science 

24 24 0 100.00 14 13 1 92.86 23 20 3 86.96 

M.A.-I 

Psychology 

18 17 1 94.44 15 15 0 100.00 7 5 2 71.43 

M.A.-II 

Psychology 

18 17 1 94.44 19 18 1 94.74 15 15  100.00 

M.A.-I Home 

Science 

29 28 1 96.55 27 21 6 77.78 13 12 1 92.31 

M.A.-II Home 

Science 

26 26 0 100.00 27 26 1 96.30 24 24 0 100.00 
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